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E D I TO R I A L
We trust that 2010 will see a sincere attempt by all parties to
implement the details of the CPA (Comprehensive Peace
Agreement). In connection with this we include in this issue an
approved edited summary of an 1KV Pax Christi Report by John
Ashworth looking at things from a Southern Sudan perspective.
1KV Pax Christi is a Dutch based organization promoting peace
and this report is a part of their Horn of Africa Programme. John
has considerable recent first hand knowledge of events in Sudan
In this issue we include an Appreciation of Kenneth Jackson by
his daughters. Kenneth was for many years a Sudan forester.
The 8th International Sudan Studies Conference was held in South
Africa in November in which the SSSUK was closely involved,
and this'issue includes a report on this event from Douglas
J o h n s o n o u r C h a i r p e r s o n . T h i s i s t h e fi r s t t i m e t h a t a n
International Sudan Studies Conference has been held in subSaharan Africa and this was reflected in the rather different range
of participants able to attend.
Besides the contribution by John Ashworth, this issue includes an
article by Aisha Itommaida, which is a revised version of the
paper she presented at the Bergen Conference when she was a
Postgraduate Student in London, about the Red Sea region of
eastern Sudan another area of potential unrest. Our third main
article is by Fergus Nieoll and deals with some of the intellectual
responses in Britain to Gordon's Khartoum journals. Fergus is
currently editing for publication the Khartoum journals of both
Colonel Stewart and General Gordon as part of his Ph.D research
at Reading University. He has already had a biography of the
Mahdi published in Arabic.

This issue also contains two book reviews. The first is of Ann
Crichton-Harris's book about Dr Christopherson and the cure for
bilharzia. Ann is Dr Christopherson's great niece. This is reviewed
by Alan Fenwick OBE. Alan lived in Sudan from 1971 to 1988
working on the control of bilharzia, and is now Professor of
Tropical Parasitology at Imperial College London. The second one,
rather longer than usual due to its topicality, is of Abdullahi A
Gallab's book about Islam and government in the Sudan from 1988
to 1999. The reviewer, Ashraf Abdelhay is currently working in
the Faculty of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies of Cambridge
University.
NOTICES
We have been asked to bring to members' attention three items of
interest:
1.

2.

3.

Useful academic books are being assembled at SOAS
(School of Oriental and African Studies), University of
Lortdon for dispatch to Juba University. Full details can
be found at booksforsudan@gmail.com or from the
o r g a n i z e r,
Benedetta
de Alessi
(e-mail:
benedettadealessi@gmail.com. Please help if you can.
A Conference on The Development of Better'Health
Services in Darfur, is being held in March at SOAS,
University of London. Further information may be
obtained from the Conference Secretary, Professor
Mohamed E1-Fatih Baraka. His e-mail address is:
baraka@btintemet.com
There was recently a fire at the Institute for African and
Asian Studies at the University of Khartoum which
destroyed recording equipment. The SSSUK is reviewing
what help it may be able to give. More information as it
becomes available will be posted on our web-site:
http://www.sssuk.org

Kenneth Jackson
An Appreciation
Kenneth Jackson, who has died aged 87, was a tropical forester whose
career was a natural extension of his childhood love of natural history.
He read forestry at Edinburgh University, graduating with a BSc in
1942. In preparation for call-up to the army, Kenneth joined the
O f fi c e r s ' Tr a i n i n g C o r p s b u t w a s s e n t i n s t e a d b y t h e B r i t i s h
Government to the Sudan to help produce timber for the Eighth Army
in Egypt. By the time he had completed the three-month sea, rail and
road journey to Sudan the German army had been defeated in North
Africa. However, Kenneth continued working with the Sudan Forests
Service until 1955. During that time he trekked all over the country
from the Imatong Mountains in the south to Jebel Marra in the northwest province of Darfi~, working on natural forest management and
silvicultural techniques. The work in the Sudan was the beginning of a
lifetime in forestry. Following Sudan's independence in 1956 Kenneth
joined the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
After an initial posting to Iraq, Kenneth returned to the Sudan again. In
1958, he and M N Harrison published the first comprehensive
ecological classification of the vegetation of Sudan, which remains
widely cited. Then followed posts in Turkey, Nigeria and Thailand,
where he was Project Manager of a Watershed Management Scheme.
After retirement from FAO in 1982 he became a consultant in Laos, Sri
L a n k a , We s t A f x i c a a n d N e p a l , w h e r e h e w r o t e a M a n u a l o f
Afforestation. Kenneth made a point of trying to understand the local
cultures and, if possible, learn the native language. He was particularly
interested in local peoples' ways of managing their woodlands and
thought these ways should be encouraged. During his final retirement
in Middlesex, UK, he continued bird watching, botanising and record
keeping for local natural history societies. He died in Edinburgh where
he had moved, following the death of his wife Marianne in 2007, in
order to be near his daughters Dorothy and Susi.

THE COMPREHENSIVE PEACE AGREEMENT AS SEEN FROM
THE SOUTHERN SUDAN
John Ashworth
BACKGROUND
The Comprehensive Peace Agreement signed in January 2005 brought an
end to 22 years of civil war in southern Sudan and the marginalised areas
of southern Blue Nile, the Nuba Mountains and Abyei.
However, in fact it is not Comprehensive, not Peace, nor an Agreement.
It is not Comprehensive for two reasons: it only dealt with one of the
conflicts in Sudan, and it is only between two warring parties, excluding
all other political parties and military factions, north and south, as well as
civil society.
It is not Peace. It is effectively a cease-fire agreement and a framework or
road map for peace, which is scheduled for 2011. Of course, it was a great
achievement to move the conflict from the military to the political sphere,
but this should not be confused with 'peace'.
It is not an Agreement. It was signed reluctantly by the NCP (National
Congress Party), under intense diplomatic pressure. The final agreement is
virtually identical to a draft presented by the mediator, Lt Gen Lazarus
Sumbeiywo, about a year earlier which the NCP had rejected outright with
undiplomatic language. NCP appeared to give away more than they could
afford, and the implication is that they never intended to implement it.
Northern Sudanese governments have arguably not honouredany
agreement signed with the south since 1947, so southerners are
understandably sceptical about the worth of this one.
[The international community accepted the CPA at face value and turned
their attention to Darfur. This was a mistake].
"GOSS's (Government of Southern Sudan) security planning continues to
be driven by the belief that a future confrontation with the North is likely,
and.., this orientation constrains its ability to address insecurity and

conflicts emerging within the South .... GOSS faces a combination of
internal divisions and external pressures from an increasingly hostile
NCP in the North; numerous violations of the CPA have been left
unresolved, and there has been associated violence in a number of areas
throughout Southern Sudan. ,,1
This overrides many other priorities, such as development, anti-corruption,
accountability, good governance, peace-building, reconciliation, justice,
etc. It explains why the SPLM (Sudan Peoples' Liberation Movement) has
been slow to make the transition from authoritarian liberation movement
to democratic political party; the conflict has not finished yet and they feel
the need to present a strong front to the NCP while the political phase of
conflict continues, and do not want to disintegrate just before the military
phase breaks out again. It also explains why certain individuals and groups
are favoured; they may not be very good at government, they may even
misbehave, but they are proven solid supporters of the movement during
war time, or they represent constituencies which must be kept on board.
Although there is a hard core of experienced and committed SPLA (Sudan
Peoples' Liberation Army) cadres, in general the SPLA is not a united
army, but rather a collection of former militias and ethnic groups, and a
constant balancing act is needed to keep them together. "In order to
meaningfully engage with the GOSS on security issues, the UN and donors
need to appreciate the GOSS's security dilemmas and priorities, and allow
these to inform their approach to supporting the development of security
policies and institutions ". 2
Since most of the specific components of the CPA are, on paper, good for
the south, the SPLM has generally attempted to implement the agreement
in good faith. Most of their shortcomings stem either from lack of
capacity, or the vested interests of individuals, or from the 'security
dilemmas and priorities' dynamic which is aimed at guaranteeing the CPA
by military deterrent. The NCP has consistently attempted to undermine
the agreement, delaying and obstructing most of the key requirements.

1 Small Arms Survey, Conflictingpriorities: GoSS securify challenges and responses, May 2009,
httv:l/www.smallarmssurvev.org/files/vortal/spotlight/sudan/Sudan~df/SIB- 14-confUcting-pfiodties-GoSS.pdf
2 Small Arms Survey, Conflictingpriorities: GoSS ~ecurity challenges and responses, May 2009,
http:~www.sma~armssurveY.~rg~es~p~rtaysp~tlip-h~sudan~Sudan~df/SIB-~ 4-~n~i~ting-pri~rities-G~SS.vdf

On a number of occasions third parties have facilitated new commitments
to implement the CPA, most recently in Washington.3 While this may be a
sign that the international community is starting to understand that if the
CPA fails there will be no solution for Darfur and a return to war will
destabilise the entire region and beyond, nevertheless, it risks playing into
the hands of those who want to delay implementation. Many would ask
why new signed documents are needed when there is already an existing
document, signed by both parties: namely the CPA.
D I S S E M I N AT I O N
Despite massive efforts by civil society and aid agencies, with the
encouragement of GOSS, many people in the South have still never seen a
copy of the CPA, nor associated documents such as the Interim National
Constitution, Interim Constitution for Southern Sudan and the National
Elections Act 2008. In the North, too, it is "hard to find a hard-copy".4
Anecdotal evidence from workshops suggests that those who have not read
these documents include government officials, politicians, intellectuals,
opinion leaders and civil society figures. The documents have not been
translated into local languages and remain inaccessible to ordinary people.
Copies printed in English and Arabic are not being circulated widely
enough. The information that people do receive, second-hand, is often
inaccurate and incomplete.
SECURITY
Violence in the South
In the last few months there has been a significant increase in violence
withinthe South, mostly between different ethnic groups. It has increased
in both quantity and quality - cattle-raiding in the past has usually not
resulted in huge casualties amongst women, children and the elderly.
"In the Church's opinion, this is the biggest problem in Sudan today... The
only conclusion one can draw is that these are ancient disputes that are
being deliberately stirred up into something much more damaging for the
local people and the stability of our country as a whole. Who is doing this
is still largely unknown, but it is evident from local reports received
through the Church network that the arms smuggling, re-armament and
3 Reuters, 19Aug2009,http://www.reuters.com/arficlelnewsMapslidUSTRE57163020090819
4 E-mail conversation, Khartoum, August 2009

incitement of tribal violence is being carried out by enemies of the CPA.''5
There are consistent reports that this is being instigated by elements within
the NCP. Senior figures in the SPLM have blamed the North for supplying
arms, and there are plenty of grassroots reports of military aircraft being
used, and military uniforms and brand new weapons being seen.6
Archbishop Daniel Deng Bul says of recent violence in Jonglei State, '7
have leant from Episcopal Church sources on the ground that the attackers
were well armed with new automatic weapons, dressed in army uniforms,
and appeared well-organized and properly trained, lnstead of attacking a
cattle camp, this was an attack on a Payam headquarter town.
Consequently, in the view of the Church, this was not a tribal conflict as
commonly reported, but a deliberately organized attack on civilians by
those that are against the peace in Southern Sudan'.7 General Oyay Deng
Ajak comments, "Somebody, somewhere is coordinating this operation
and we very much suspect it is our brothers in Khartoum.''s "1 have seen
with my own eyes Antonov aircraft dropping arms and ammunition to the
LRA (Lord's Resistance Army from Uganda), as well as helicopters
dropping weapons to some tribes in the South. -'~ As one Collo leader in
Malakal said, "lf the Dinka get arms from their brothers in duba [ie from
GOSS/SPLM], we can get arms from Khartoum. ,,lo However, not all the
culprits can be traced to Khartoum, and some may have links to the SPLM.
Some violent crime in Juba and banditry in other parts of the south can
also be linked to individual SPLA members. It is also clear that in some
areas SPLA forces operate independently and are not comlSletely under
control. The recent upsurge of LRA activity is widely believed to be
supported by the NCP, which supported the LRA during the war as a tool
to destabilise the South.
If the violence is being orchestrated, it serves several purposes:

5 ECS Archbishop Daniel Deng Bul, APPEAL TO THE INTERNATIONAL DONORAND DIPLOMATIC
COMMUNIT IN THE SUDAN, 04 May 2009
6 Personal conversations, Juba, 2009
7 APPEAL regarding the recent atrocities in Jonglei and Western Equatoria States, 01 Sep 2009
8 Sunday Telegraph, 16 Aug 2009,
http:~/www.te~e~aph.co.uk/news/w~r~dnews/afri~aandindian~ean/sudan/6~3469~S~uth-Sudan-fa~es-new-warover-oil.html
9 Martin Tako Moyi, Sudan Tribune, 26 Jun 2009, http://www.sudantribune.com/spiD.Dlm?article31631
10 Personal conversation, Malakal, January 2009

To discredit and undermine the CPA.
To retard development in the South.
To give the impression that the South cannot govern itself, and that
secession will lead to widespread ethnic violence in a failed state.
GOSS' failure to contain the violence feeds in to this claim.
To give an excuse for the North to maintain troops in certain parts of
the South, eg the oil fields, to 'maintain security'.
The Sudan Council of Churches states: "While disarmament is going on in
some places, brand new arms are provided in others, by sources
apparently connected to those who seem to have no interest in a common
peaceful and just future of our people. In addition, those responsible to
provide security seem to be unable or even unwilling in some places to do
so, for reasons we fail to understand''11.
Joint Integrated Units (JIU)
During the IGAD negotiations, the NCP demanded that there should be
only one national army, SAF (Sudan Armed Forces), and that the SPLA
would be assimilated into it. The SPLA, believing along with most
southerners that ultimately military power is the only guarantee that the
CPA will be implemented, insisted on two armies, SAF in the North and
SPLA in the South. The compromise was three armies: SAF in the North,
SPLA in the South, and the Joint Integrated Units (JIUs), comprising 50%
SAF and 50% SPLA, in key locations in the South and. North (eg

Khartoum).
In practice it has not worked. Not only are JIUs not acting under common
command, but in many locations ~ they are not able to stay together in the
same barracks, and are placed several kilometres apart. There have also
been cases of violence between the SAF and the SPLA within JIU. The
worst examples of this have been in Malakal, where Nuer militia (now part
of the SAF contingent of the JIU) loyal to former warlord (now MajorGeneral) Gabriel Tanginya have fought with the SPLA on two occasions
(2006 and 2009) causing hundreds of deaths and injuries, with widespread
looting. Tanks, artillery and heavy machine guns were used. Now there is a
discernible SAF-controlled area and an SPLA-eontrolled area in the town.
11 SCC Urgent Appeal Let Us Join Together to Rescue the Peace for Our People, 14 Aug 2009

Both sides have received new armoured vehicles and both are preparing
for the next encounter. As usual, the civilians will be the losers.
The UN Mission in Sudan (UNMIS)
The UN peace-keeping mission in southern Sudan has generally been
disappointing. One recurring complaint is their failure to patrol. Linked to
this is their lack of knowledge of the context and their inability properly to
analyse the situation. In situations where fighting has taken place they
have either been absent or unable to intervene effectively. While they have
had some successes, there are serious doubts about the cost-effectiveness
of this hugely expensive operation.
Community Security and Disarmament
Disarmament is certainly a priority for many of the victims of the current
conflicts in southern Sudan, and armed crime is becoming a major
problem in Juba and elsewhere. Some initiatives are taking place.
However, generally there is little political will for disarmament. If one
accepts that the priority in the South is preparing for the next war, then
guns will be needed in the hands of people who will support the war effort.
Selective disarmament may take place targeting communities who
supported the North during the last war and who are perceived as potential
enemies during the next.
There were attempts at disarmament in Upper Nile and Jonglei, but they
were carded out in a manner which led to violence. Certain 6ommunities
were disarmed; their neighbours, with whom they have been fighting for
decades, were not; consequently they were immediately raided by their
neighbours. In some cases even the troops disarming them, former militia
who had joined the SPLA, were also their former enemies. This experience
has tainted' disarmament'.
It may be more useful to explore other avenues of'community security',
such as securing guns until they are needed, banning guns from towns,
preventing soldiers from canting guns except on duty, etc. 'Community
security' is a people-centred approach.

W E A LT H A N D D E V E L O P M E N T
Oil and Borders
Oil creates a number of immediate problems in the South, but a key
problem connected to the CPA is where the oil will be after 2011 in case of
secession. Most of the oil is in the South, but a great deal of it is along the
border. Already Abyei has lost oil fields following the ruling in The Hague,
and since Abyei is expected to vote to join the South in anything like a free
and fair referendum, that oil is potentially lost to the South. However,
since the North-South border itself has not been demarcated, GOSS still
hopes that some of that oil will fmd its way back into the South. In
successive maps published in Khartoum since 1956, the border has been
seen to move southwards. It will be a challenge for the Border
Commission to reverse that trend.
The potential loss of oil revenue is a major problem for northern Sudan.
While they do" not depend as heavily on oil revenue as the South (over
50% of the annual budget12 as opposed to over 90% in the South13),
nevertheless it has been a key factor in both economic and military
development. Future oil revenue plays a significant role in attracting
foreign investment. Loss of this revenue may lead to serious
destabilisation in the North. There are fears that Khartoum may wish to
a n n e x p a r t s o f t h e o i l fi e l d s i n t h e S o u t h , e i t h e r p e r m a n e n t l y o r
'temporarily'.
Thus, if the South secedes in 2011, a new oil compromise between North
and South will be needed. An agreement to continue sharing revenue with
the North would probably be politically unacceptable to southerners.
However, while the South has the oil, the North has the pipeline and
refining facilities. Even if a pipeline to East Africa is economically and
logistically feasible, it will not happen quickly; meanwhile both North and
South will be starved of oil revenue, leading to instability all round.
Hence, a commercial rather than a political deal whereby the South sells
its oil to the North, or 'hires' pipeline and refining services from the North
at a cost that is agreeable to both but may be higher than a "normal"
market price, would benefit both sides.
12 International Monetary Fund (IMF). 2008. Country Report No. 08/174, June. Washington DC: IMF
13 GOSS 2009 Budget Speech, presented to the Southern Sudan Legislative Assembly by KuolAthlan Mawien,
Minister of Finance and Economic Planning, 10 Dec 2008

A fial~er issue is whether the government of a newly-independent
Southern Sudan will have the Capacity to manage the oil companies.
Nile Water
Many people fail to consider the River Nile, as it does not explicitly form
part of the CPA. However, its importance to Egypt makes it a significant
factor. The 1929 and 1959 agreements give Egypt and Sudan a veto over
changes in the use of the water by any of the Nile basin states. This is now
being challenged by those states, and by the beginning of 2010 they are
likely to overrule the two objecting states and agree a new treaty by
majority vote. Egypt does not want yet another independent nation in the
Nile basin, and thus opposes secession of the South.
Egypt not only needs to maintain its current water usage, but desperately
needs more. For this reason, the Jonglei Canal, which was designed to save
25% of the water that evaporates from the southern Sudanese sudd swamp,
is essential to Egypt. Construction of the canal was halted by SPLA
military action in 1984, and southerners are still reluctant to allow such a
project which may adversely affect southern rainfall patterns and will
certainly disrupt the migration patterns of both domestic and wild animals,
although it will have some transportation benefits.
Egypt is reported to have said it would regard any attempt to alter the Nile
status as an act of war. Dr Boutros Boutros Ghali, the 'former UN
secretary-general, has warned that a lack of agreement in the future would
"certainlY4" result in "military confrontation between countries in the
region".~ Egyptian deputy foreign minister for African affairs, Mona
Omar, has said that there is 'no way' Egypt would allow a reduction of its
quota.15
GOSS budget crisis
There are differing views on how much of the current financial crisis is
caused by GOSS misrhanagement and corruption, and how much by the
global economic downturn and drop in oil prices. Over 90% of the GOSS
14 BBC, 24 Feb 2005, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/naturo/4274757.stm
15 Sudan Tribune, 29 Ju12009, http:l/www.sudantxibune.com/sviv.phpTarficle31967

budget comes from oil, so that has defmitely had a significant effect.16
But whatever the cause, it is now a serious problem. It will hinder
development in the South, slow down the policy of devolution and
decentralisation of government, reduce confidence in GOSS, and
potentially lead to fin~er conflict and violence. It should also be added
that donor money has been slow to arrive, and appears to have fallen short
of the US$ 4.5 billion promised in Oslo in April 2005. In May 2008,
GOSS said it had received only US$ 550 million. At the same time there is
an ongoing perception amongst southern Sudanese that far too much of the
funding which has reached the UN and international NGOs is used on
overheads and far too little actually has an impact on the ground. For all
these reasons, the 'peace dividend' is coming too little and too late.
POWER AND DEMOCRATISATION
'Government" as a concept in Sudan
It can be argued that 'government' in Sudan has always been disconnected
from the ordinary people. The 'Turks' of the Ottoman Empire, then the
indigenous Mahdist period, then the Anglo-Egyptian Condominium, then
the post-independence governments, whether democratic or military,
dominated by a.small riverain elite, were not owned by the majority of
ordinary people. Given the size of the country and the difficulties of
communication due to terrain and weather, 'government' has been distant
from the rural people, something completely foreign, which impinges on
them only occasionally when soldiers, police or tax collectors "(or all three)
appear and then, having done their worst, move on. People do not expect
much from 'government', which has always been perceived as alien,
authoritarian, anonymous, unaccountable and lacking transparency. Life
goes on with or without central government, and for many rural
communities little changes when governments change. To the extent that
there has been any meaningful governance, it has been local government,
usually via traditional mechanisms.
The basic problem in Sudan, is that the centre of the Sudanese political
system has been dominated by a small riverain elite, currently embodied in
the NCP regime, which seeks to control and marginalise the peripheries
16 Joint Donor Team, Juba, Apr 2009, http://~ou_vs.c, ooOe.eo.za/_~'oup/sudan-_iohnashworth/attaeh/8e~875c87162e5b/JDT+Economiv+Crisis+NGO+(2).pptThl=en&part~

whilst also insisting on a particular cultural and religious identity for the
whole of Sudan.
Ethnic politics play a role in Sudan, as they did in Kenyan elections. Sudan
is still to a large extent a client-patron state17, and this too will play a role,
with electors being encouraged to vote for the 'big man' who they believe
can bring benefits to their particular community.
These factors must be taken into account when urging good governance,
democracy, elections, etc. They are not a passing phase which can be fixed
with a bit of capacity-building or training; they are deep-seated cultural
attitudes.
Government of National Unity (GONtO
28% of positions in the Government of National Unity have gone to the
SPLM, as per the CPA. However the SPLM cabinet ministers are isolated
and marginalised and are little more than figureheads. Real power sits with
the NCP counterpart in each ministry, and the SPLM ministers fmd
themselves reliant on civil servants who are NCP appointees. As one
minister said, "They give me a nice office, a big car, police escorts, but I
have no power. My civil servants do not brief me nor show me documents,
and they don't carry out my instructions",is
While the SPLM has not articulated a public policy on GONU, it appears
that they have given up on it. The real energy of the SPLM i's channelled
into trying to set up a viable government in Juba in preparation for
independent nationhood.
Census

The results of the census are almost certainly not accurate, and southerners
have rejected them completely as a basis for power- and wealth-sharing
and for elections and the referendum. It is generally accepted that the
results have been rigged in favour of the North. Anecdotal evidence from
workshops suggests that more than 40% of the southern population may
not have been counted.
17 CfWoodward, Peter, Sudan, 1898-1989: The Unstable State, 1989
18 Personal conversation, Khartoum, 2006.

The GOSS/SPLM made several key errors in the census process, which
was always a political rather than a professional or technical process.
The census did not include questions on religion or ethnicity. Since
identity (both religious and ethnic) is one of the main root causes of the
conflicts in Sudan19, it seems incredible that this was omitted.
After the census, the southern census body freely shared its raw data
with its northern counterparts, but those in the North refused to
reciprocate. It is generally believed that this is the point where the
census was deliberately rigged, with northern statistics being changed in
the light of southern figures. The southerners involved were mistakenly
treating it as a technical rather than a political exercise.
Elections
In hindsight, it was a mistake to have elections during the Interim Period.
This is a cease-fire period leading to the final peace deal after the
referendum, and it would make more sense to leave the two signatories to
complete the transition. Elections would then be held after the referendum,
whether in two countries or one. If the Interim Period had been only two
years as the SPLM wanted, this would have been obvious, but the
extension to six years clouded the issue.
Nobody in the North or South believes the elections will be free and fair.
The NCP held two sham elections during the war, and is experienced at
rigging them. The conflict in Darfur will make elections there extremely
difficult. Discussions among opposition parties in the North over an active
boycott of the elections question whether anything resembling free and fair
elections can take place in a climate of lack of freedom and the restrictive
laws which are still in place. Archbishop Daniel Deng Bul of the Episcopal
Church of Sudan says, "So long as all violence such as that in Jonglei and
that perpetrated by the LRA continues.., there is no hope of conducting
free and fair elections in these areas in 2010 and no hope of a fair
referendum on Southern secession in 2011.'2°
This will be one of the most complicated elections ever. Electors in the
1 9 Cf Deng, Francis, War of Visions: Conflicts of ldentities in Sudan, 1994, and Johnson, Douglas, The Root Causes of
Sudan's Civil Wars, 2003
20 APPEAL regarding the recent atrocities in Jonglei and Western Equatoria States, O1 Sep 2009

South will vote for up to 12 positions, in the North 9. There are more than
60 parties registered, so potentially there could be hundreds of names on
each ballot paper.
Within the South there is a strong perception that the elections have
already been rigged as a result of the census, which will be used to prepare
the election and particularly constituency boundaries. Given the census
claim that only 20% of the population is in the South (instead of the more
widely accepted 33%), there is a strong possibility that even in a 'free and
fair' vote, northern parties would win a large enough majority to be able to
change the constitution and potentially derail the CPA. Many in the North
oppose the CPA, particularly the option of secession for the South.
Although the CPA itself and the interim constitutions state that parties can
only participate in the elections if they respect the terms of the CPA21, it
will be hard to argue against the 'democratically,expressed will of the
people' if 80% of parliamentarians decide to scrap the referendum.
Neither side can be the first to call for postponing the elections. The main
danger from postponement or cancellation is setting a precedent for
cancelling other parts of the CPA, particularly the referendum. '.'Soon you
would be saying: 'This referendum, we don't need it'. There are people
trying to see to it that it [referendum] doesn't happen. We are not going to
give them an excuse. J,22
There are claims that Sudan no longer has any legitimate goqemment, as
the country is governed according to the terms of the CPA which specifies
that elections should take place "by the end of the third year of the Interim
Period";23 now that they haven't taken place, there is no legal basis for
governing the country.
!!t£dections do take place in 2010, they will bring in a new government,
possibly an unwieldy coalition, with less than one year to organise the
referendum. This could result in calls to delay the referendum, which
would be very dangerous.

21 Protocol on Power-sharing, 1.8.6
22 James Wani Igga, Daily Nation, 16 Aug 2009, httv:/Iwww.nation,cok, c/News/africed-11066/640814/-1137mbohzM
23 Protocol on Power-sharing, 1.8.3
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Referendum
For most southerners (including southern opposition parties, many of
which are more overtly pro-secession than the SPLM), the referendum is
the ultimate goal of the CPA. They are willing to compromise on many
issues, and to overlook breaches in the implementation of the CPA, as long
as they get to exercise their fight of self-determination in 2011. Tampering
with that is extremely dangerous. The international community must insist
that this part of the CPA be sacrosanct, whatever else is sacrificed.
The GOSS' Minister for International Cooperation, Lieutenant General
Obai, expressed to the AU (African Union) "its deep concern at the
danger coming to Sudan as a result of the NCP's dangerous attempt to
sabotage and betray the right of the people of south Sudan to selfdetermination .... GOSS and south Sudan's people will not entertain any
delay of the referendum.., which is a clear violation of the CPA.''24 GOSS
said that the 'signals' coming from the NCP were that it was trying to
renege on the deal.
The CPA does indeed say that unity must be given priority. This is
interpreted in the South as meaning that unity should be made. attractive
during the Interim Period so as to encourage southerners to vote for it. The
onus for this is on the NCP. However the NCP has singularly failed to do
this, and by many of its actions and inactions has in fact made unity less
attractive. The NCP is interpreting the priority for unity as meaning that
the law must make secession difficult. Hence, they initially'called for a
75% threshold for secession before finally compromising on 50% plus 1
vote, but with 60% of registered voters required to vote. Most people in
the South want (and expect) it to be merely a simple majority. There is also
disagreement on whether southerners in the north should be allowed to
vote, where the seat of the Referendum Commission should be, and who
should be on it.
A 60% turn-out is problematic. The logistics difficulties which have
dogged the census will do the same for both the elections and the
referendum. Although a huge majority of southerners want secession (over
90%, according to one survey25), there still remains time for the NCP to
24 Sudan Tribune, 26 Aug 2009, http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?articf¢32249
25 Sudan Tribune, 25 Aug 2009, http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article32236

chip away at their confidence in the GOSS/SPLM and the CPA, and to
make promises about a united future. The orchestrated violence in the
South, and the inability of the SPLA to control it, adds fiu~er doubts.
Perceptions of ethnic favouritism in the GOSS may also alienate some
communities. The census has already cast doubts on the true number of
voters and where they are. Northern nomads (Mbororo), who have always
roamed seasonally in the South with their cattle, now appear to have
settled. There is a fear that they will be allowed to vote and skew the
results. The failure to set the North-South boundary leads to fears that
some southerners might be disenfranchised by suddenly finding
themselves in the North. There is a suspicion that southern leaders will be
'bought'. A senior SPLA officer said frankly, "They [NCP] will buy us [the
intellectuals, politicians and leaders] - we are corruptible. But they can't
buy every single person in southern Sudan. So as long as we ensure that
the people in the villages get the chance to vote, we will win secession. We
only need 51%!"26 He may be proved right about being unable to buy the
villagers' votes, but wrong about the need for 51%.
If there is a vote for secession which passes whatever percentages have
been agreed, there are still scenarios which could lead to further conflict.
One is that the North might attempt to annex parts of Unity and Upper
Nile States, to keep control of the oil and agricultural projects, having
already stationed troops there for 'security', and claiming that a majority
in those states (bolstered by Mbororo) had voted for unity. Or they may
publicly acknowledge secession of the whole south, but argue that they
need to maintain 'temporary' control of those states to ensure security for
the oil fields. Or they may simply refuse outright to grant independence,
seeking support from AU states which fear a domino effect within Africa
and an international community which tends to support the status quo. The
international community must resist all these scenarios.
Even if secession does take place peacefully, southerners need to articulate
what sort of society they want in their newly-independent state, and to fred
a way of resolving ethnic tensions. They also need a pragmatic working
relationship with their new neighbour in the north- the oil may be in the
South, but the pipeline is in the North.
26 Personal conversation, Juba, 2007

Interestingly, Sadiq al Mahdi, the leader of the Umma Party, has warned
against any attempts to sabotage the right of stir-determination for the
people of Southem Sudan, as this would "be counter-productive in the
national interest". "We want self-determination to be a straight forward
voluntary decision by the people, our brothers and sisters in the South.
And therefore we will work and stand against any attempts to play politics
with self-determination". He also expressed the need to discuss the
establishment of future special relationships between the two newlyindependent neighbouring countries: "We are going to discuss the terms of
co-existence ~7 our brothers and sisters in the South opt for
independence".
If for any reason the referendum does not result in secession for the South,
or if it is delayed, or does not take place there is a strong possibility that
the South will unilaterally declare independence.
It is not beyond the bounds of possibility that a result adverse to the NCP
in either the elections or referendum could trigger a coup d'6tat. The new
regime could abrogate the CPA and cancel the results of the elections and
referendum, all in the interests of peace, security and stability. The option
of secession is extremely unpopular throughout the North (both for reasons
of national pride and oil) and such a coup might, initially at least, gain
some popular support.
Marginalised areas
On paper, Abyei gained from the CPA, as they have a referendum. Conflict
now is around borders (theoretically solved by the Hague arbitration) and
who will be allowed to vote in the referendum. While the immediate level
of tension around Abyei has decreased, it could escalate again at any time.
The Nuba Mountains (Southern Kordofan)and Southern Blue Nile, both
of which joined the SPLA in the civil war, gained virtually nothing from
the CPA. Both are defined as being part of the North, which many of their
people would reject. Both have been granted limited autonomy under the
Presidency, but few believe that this is meaningful. They have no
27 Sudan Tribune, 04 Sep2009,http:llwww.sudantribune.com/spip.php?artide32341

referendum, simply an undefined 'popular consultation' about their
governance, but without the option of joining the South. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that, in light of poor dissemination of the CPA, many of
the ordinary people are not yet aware that they do not have a referendum,
which may be a further source of conflict when they do finally fend out.
Immediately aRer the signing of the CPA, the most senior SPLM/A leaders
in the two areas were asked separately why they accepted the CPA, as it
clearly benefited them very little if at all. They replied similarly: that they
believed that the elections would bring a new national government to
power in which the SPLM would either be a majority or at least have a
significant influence. They would then use 'popular consultation' as a
basis to renegotiate their part of the CPA with this new sympathetic
government to allow for a referendum. When asked what would happen if
this scenario did not work out, again their replies were similar. One was
diplomatic: "We tear up the CPA". The other was blunt: "We go back to
war".2s Sadly, the death of Dr John Garang has ended any realistic hope of
the SPLM gaining significant influence in the national government, so the
worstcase scenario might be approaching.
THE NEXT WAR
By 2005, southerners were exhausted by war and welcomed the peace. But
even as the CPA was being signed, the mantra throughout the South was,
"War is better than a bad peace".29
What constitutes a 'bad peace'? The most likely cause is if southerners feel
they have been cheated at the time of the referendum - it does not take
place, or it is perceived as being rigged, or perhaps there is a simple
majority for secession but the NCP rejects it on the grounds of a less than
60% turn-out, or there is a vote for secession but secession is not granted,
or if the North permanently or 'temporarily' annexes parts of the South.
However, the war could break out at any time and in any place before then
for a number of reasons: tensions in Abyei; resumed fighting between JIU
factions in Malakal; the elections; ethnic conflict; disillusion in Southern
Kordofan or Blue Nile, etc. One southerner said, "Petrol has been poured
28 Personal conversations, 2005
29 Personal conversations, 2004-2005

all over the South; it's now just waiting for a match.''3°
Both parties are clearly preparing for the possibility of war. "We don ~ want
war, " southern President Salva Kiir says, but "we wilt be prepared to fight
if it comes..31 '7 will not be the one to take this country back to war, but if
war was to be imposed on us we can all feel assured that we are capable of
defending ourselves".32
The third southern civil war in Sudan will be more terrible than the first
two, and will have some very different characteristics.
Both the previous wars began with the northern government controlling
the South. The liberation movements began in the bush and had to fight
to control territory gradually. The third war will begin with the SPLA in
control of virtually the whole South, except perhaps parts of the oil
fields which are still occupied by northern security forces.
Organised fighting (as opposed to insurgency) will begin on the NorthSouth border. Depending on the scenario, either northern forces will
invade, and may quickly capture some of the towns close to the border,
or the SPLA will attempt to reoccupy southern territory being held by
the North.
The SPLA will maintain its hold on most of the South, giving it secure
rear bases and an undisputed border with friendly neighbours.It will be
able to reinforce its forward bases rapidly and maintain its military
logistics flow.
A limited war to annex the oil fields of Greater Upper Nile and the rich
agricultural lands of Renk, Kordofan and Blue Nile may be all that
Khartoum wants, but southerners will not rest easy while any of the
South remains in northern hands. And next time round they might go
the extra mile to secure a referendum for their comrades-in-arms in the
contested areas too.
This time it will be the North which uses insurgents in the bush in the
South. These will be made up of ethnic groups and militia such as those
who supported the North in the last war, and LRA.
3 0 Personal conversation, 2009
31 Sunday Monitor, 12 Ju12009,
http://www.monitor.eo.u~artman/publish/insi.~.ht~/The invisible war in Southern Sudan 87862.shtml
32 Sudan Tn'bune, 18 June 2009, http://www.sudantribune.eom/spip.php?artiele31538

Southerners have vowed that they will take the third war to the North.
Both previous wars were fought in the South, apart from Abyei, the
Nuba Mountains and southern Blue Nile. When Kurmuk, a town which
the northerners perceive as northern, was taken in 1987 and again in
1997, there was consternation throughout the north.
The $PLA will have air power during the next war.
There are 1,500 SPLA troops in Khartoum in the JIU. If war breaks out,
they are unlikely to sit back and surrender their arms.
In the next war, the SPLA will have ready-made allies, some already
mobilised and battle-hardened. These include the Nuba Mountains and
southern Blue Nile. These two areas have obtained nothing from the
CPA and they will be eager to fight alongside the South again. Darfur is
also a natural ally for the South.
In an increasingly globalised world, and with significant tensions and
conflict already existing in Somalia, Ethiopia, Eritrea, DRC, Chad and
Darfi~, the next war is going to have an impact on the region greater
than the two previous wars did.
CONCLUSION
The holding of a free and fair referendum in 2011 must be the over-riding
priority for all stakeholders, including Sudanese governments, parties and
civil society and the international community. If southerners are not
allowed to exercise their right of self-determination in a free, fair and
credible manner, then there is a high probability of a return to .war.
It is in the interest of the citizens of Sudan (if not all their leaders!) that the
elections be free, fair and peaceful, and the international community is
preparing to give significant support. However, elections held before 2011
will not only be chaotic in themselves but may well impede the allimportant referendum. Thus there is need for a serious discussion on the
timing of the elections.
Reasons for postponing the elections include:
to enable full attention to referendum preparations, including border
demarcation;

to enable more preparation time for the elections, which are already
way beyond schedule and could conceivably be subject to more
piecemeal postponements;
to allow time to change laws and make other improvements to the
political and security atmosphere to allow the elections to be free and
fair;
to allow time to resolve the census impasse;
to ensure a new government will not want to renegotiate CPA
provisions;
to avoid potential election turmoil disrupting the referendum;
to ensure that elections will take place in a more conducive
atmosphere, whatever the referendum outcome;
to address the future after the outcome of the referendum;
elections will need to be held after the referendum anyway, so this
avoids the expense and turmoil of two sets of elections within just
over a year of each other;
to allow both parties to accept postponement without appearing to be
the one to take the first step.
opposition parties are threatening to boycott elections in 2010.
Reasons against postponing the elections include:
setting a precedent for cancelling other parts of the CPA, particularly
the referendum;
most opposition parties want elections in principle;
Southern Kordofan and Blue Nile would potentially benefit from a
new government more sympathetic to a renegotiation of CPA terms
for these two states.
This discussion is urgent. It must be a broad-based and open process, and
must of course be driven by the Sudanese.
[This article is a summary of an IKV Pax Christi report compiled by John
Ashworth entitled, The State of Sudan's Comprehensive Peace
Agreement, September 2009, and has been approved for publication in
Sudan Studies].

G L O B A L I S AT I O N A N D M A R G I N A L I S AT I O N I N
THE RED SEA HILLS:
Beja issues on resources' management and a.prospectus of peace
Aisha Hommaida
INTRODUCTION
In the African context, globalization has been viewed as an extension to
colonialism, imperialism and domination of powerful nations over the less
powerful. Mazrui (2005) considered globalization as both an economic and
cultural process supported by religion, culture and technology. In this respect,
globalization was viewed as a process of impoverishment and marginalization
of Africa. It has also linked to inequality through monopoly of capital, unequal
economic-political powers and pricing of labour. In global terms, Africa as a
whole has been economically on the periphery, that is, it has been culturally
globalized but economically marginalized.
The main argument in the context of the Red Sea is that the expansion of
international trade had created wealth by exploiting resources in this region of
Sudan, which has continued to provide the global economy with oil, gold,
cotton and cheap labour. The irony is that this region has not yet received any
fruits of globalization. Its population continues to suffer loss of land, neglect,
inequality and hunger and this highlights both the historical and modem forces
which have created such a marginal position and eventually cofitributed to the
rise of grassroots resistance by the Beja peoples. Issues relating to growing
support for the Beja Congress will be analysed in the context of growing
demands for an end to its marginalization, a greater representation in the
centres of power and a greater share of Eastern Sudan's wealth.
R E D S E A H I L L S : B A C K G R O U N D I N F O R M AT I O N
Red Sea (AI Bahr al Ahmar) is one of the 26 Wilayat or States in the Sudan and
a major one of Eastern Sudan which is made up of Red Sea, Kassala and
Gedaref. The total population of the three states is estimated to be
approximately 3,746,000. The two states which are the focus of the study,
Kassala and Red Sea, have respective populations of 1,507,000 and 724,000,
occupying about 260,000 square kilometres. Red Sea State's capital city, Port

Sudan is home to about 55.2% of its State population and contains over 90% of
the overall urban population in the region.
Beja pastoralists and agro-pastoralists have long ago inhabited the area,
although a wide variety of ethnic groups from across the Sudan can be found in
the two state capitals, Port Sudan and Kassala. The Beja are a confederation of
tribes united by a common language, TuBedawye, a Cushitic idiom, and a
common segmentary structure, where each lineage is linked to a common
ownership and use of land. The Beja have retained a distinctive culture and
their own language despite having mixed for centuries with Arab immigrants
into their region. The three main groups making up the Beja are the
Hadendowa, the Bishariyyn, and the Amar'ar/Atmaan. Scholars are divided as
to whether the Beni Amer are Beja due to differences in language and culture
from the others. Among the three main groups the Hadendowa are perhaps the
most numerous and powerful. There are also groups of Arabic/Semitic origin
who gradually adopted the Beja language (TuBedawye) and culture and have
been largely subsumed into the Beja. Smaller groups in the area include the
Helenga of Kassala, the Rashaida, a Bedouin group who migrated from the
northern Arabian Peninsula in the 19th century and many of them maintain
close social and economic connections with the Gulf countries.
During the colonial era of the 19th and early 20th centuries and especially
under the Anglo-Egyptian Condominium, new economic ventures were
introduced which began to affect the life-style of the Beja. The region saw the
development of cotton cultivation schemes in the 'deltas' of the Baraka and
Gash rivers and the opening of a new port at Port Sudan.
Some Beja groups have been gradually transforming themselves from a
traditional nomadic way of life. The cattle herding Bisharyyin, and the camel
raising Amar'ar were among those who took jobs in the port activities of Port
Sudan, while some Hadendowa and other Beja sub-groups who were involved
in dura (sorghum) cultivation and caravan services were transformed into
labour in cotton projects of the Gash and Tokar (Baraka) Delta Schemes. Many
Fulani tribes of West African origin have migrated to work as agricultural
labour in cotton projects of Gash and Tokar areas. Traders from the north and
other riverain Sudanese also dwell in the Delta areas and in Port Sudan.
Despite these socio-economic and demographic changing processes,
pastoralism, however, has continued as a main Beja livelihood, especially for
the Hadendowa, who have showed less fondness towards urban life.

THE LAND QUESTION
When Sudan was re-conquered by Britain one hundred years ago, there were
two types of land ownership:
1. Communal or tribal ownership, namely land owned by the community at
large.
2 . Individual land ownership was achieved either by the regular evolution
method whereby communal ownership changed to individual or by grants
made by the sovereign.
The most essential dilemma concerning rural land tenure is to be found in the
principle, introduced by the British colonial power in 1898, that unregistered
land is assumed to be owned by the government unless the contrary is proven.
That principle was in fact valid in the Funj and Fur Sultanates, the Turkish and
the Mahdia States, and all of them have also allocated land for political
reasons. The administrative limitations of those states, however, did not allow
them to control the land in the scale reached after the Condominium era.
While the British adopted a policy of limiting land acquisition by merchants
and non-Sudanese individuals, they confiscated huge areas of irrigable land in
Tokar Delta on the Red Sea, and in the Gash Delta, in order to establish cotton
cultivation. The main legal codification of the colonial government's land law
was the Land Settlement and Registration Ordinance of 1925. Since
Independence, successive Sudanese governments repeatedly took control of
tribal unregistered land, while affluent and powerful individuals, usually with
links to the State, have also made use of the colonial and post-colonial laws to
acquire large areas of land. Various legislations, up to the 1990 amendment to
the Civil Transactions Act, have not changed this fundamental aspect of
Sudanese land law, but have strengthened the privileges of the State and those
with access to it, at the expense of rural people.
Furthermore, the strengthening of central government land privileges in remote
regions was achieved through various means. The most important, however,
are the erosion of tribal homelands of pastoralist groups and abolition of local
leadership. Thus, an essential component of pastoral land law represented in
the notion of Dar or tribal homeland has been taken away. Other local
customary rules Uruf which govern access to land and water resources by

community members and outsiders (non-community members) by emphasising
the communality of land ownership, is no longer valid to government. Thus,
the main restraining elements against the State and business expansions were
changed by using state hegemony and power over local nomads. The ultimate
result was loss of control by rural populations over their homelands. Further,
more local and tribal leaders (native administration) were stripped of their
traditional authority in licensing and giving access and consent to members of
the tribe and outsiders to pasture and water sources and this has led to
government becoming the sole decision maker over tribal land.
The Land Act of 1970-1971 relating to the abolition of native administration
went hand in hand with a process of privatization that took place between 1970
and 1986, when huge areas of rural Sudan were changed to private ownership.
Private mechanized farming expanded to a million hectares over two decades.
It is important to acknowledge that privatization involved buying with money
the registration of land. These two factors were totally alien to Beja people who
are not familiar with the importance of registration and private ownership. As a
result a vast part of rain-fed, coastal and urban border areas were registered in
private ownership leaving the Beja in a situation of complete loss.
The victims of this policy were both the pastoralists themselves and
smallholder farmers in local villages, who could not defend their farms against
the herds. Many academics and researchers viewed the expansion of
mechanized farming in pastoralist areas of eastern Sudan as a dominant factor
in limiting movement of pastoralist Hadendowa of the Red Sea down to their
traditional summer grazing in the south of Kassala and Gedaref States, a factor
which added to their vulnerability and pushed them to the margins.

Since 1977 the Government of Sudan (GoS) has licensed and given
concessions to various foreign oil companies. Licences for oil and gas
exploration were given to companies including America Pacific (around Tokar
area), Paul & Collins, Ocean Links and Chevron Sudan. Russian and German
firms were also given permission to operate in the region's mineral sector. In
1988 a Swiss-based Banaco firm was given permission to operate near to
Suakin.
To attract more multinationals to invest in the region, GoS offered all means of
help in buying land and giving concessions without consideration to local

needs. Thus, the commercialization of land in the Red Sea area has lately
extended and intensified to embrace both registered and unregistered land. In
many areas even pasture is becoming privately owned, with grass enclosures
being set up. This is probably inevitable, as supply and demand creates a
market in any commodity that is scarce. Any attempt to take land out of the
realm of market forces altogether is therefore doomed to failure. This was
evident in 2001 with the GoS allocation of some oil field zones in the Red Sea
Hills to some Chinese firms. Meanwhile Fields No. 9 and No.11 were granted
to Russian companies. In addition, refineries and pipelines constructed to serve
the oil industry are imposing more obstacles to the movement of nomads and to
their environment. The National Islamic Front regime has shown great interest
in Red Sea mineral resources. Advertisements to the richness of this area are to
be found on Sudan Embassy web-sites.
GOLD
Information obtained from Sudan geological surveys and maps show that a
large part of the Red Sea region is under concessions for gold exploration.
These are:
Gabaiet Gold Mines: 280 km North-West of Port Sudan. Mining
activities started in the 1980s and production in 1987. Currently two
Chinese firms are involved in gold exploration, one in Gabaiet and one in
the nearby Sholai area.
Ariab Gold Mines: Concessions were granted to Ariab Gold Company, a
joint French-Sudanese firm.
Aberkataib Mines: Concessions were given to an Irish Company during
the 1960s. No information available about recent position.
North West Port Sudan mines: field work started in 1991.
By December 1991 companies of the North West Port Sudan belt declared the
commercial production of gold. The results of gold production and exports
were shown for the first time in Sudan's foreign trade balance. Profits from the
Red Sea gold appear in records of the country's foreign export revenues.
Sudan's Minister of Finance told Emirate-based El-Etihad on 5/6/2001 that
Sudan's gold exports were estimated at $60,000 in 1996. In 2001 Sudan
declared that its share from gold production was $512 million and the French
company's profit from gold was estimated at 93 million euros.

With rising criticism from both local people and their representatives, the Beja
Congress criticised both companies and Government for being only concerned
with profits. Gold companies were also blamed for environmental pollution.
Farouk Gadu, a member of the National Congress (Parliament) and a member
of the Parliamentary Energy Group, raised the issue of environmental hazards
resulting from mining activities in the Red Sea Hills. Similarly, foreign sector
and government were blamed for the appalling conditions for Beja workers in
mine areas. In an interview with a local leader and Beja Congress member
from Musmar they mentioned that they have repeatedly sent complaints to
companies involved in gold mining: they said that the companies' activities
interfered with Beja nomadic life-styles. Also, some of the local Beja
representatives had raised the issue with estate authorities of Red Sea Estates.
They highlighted their concerns about mining activities in their areas relating
to chemical waste, explosions, and increasing presence of vehicles in their
villages. Some also complained about loss of land and the absence of
compensation. Local populations pointed out that the government has allocated
land, without consideration to any local consent, to followers of the regime,
government employees and foreign companies.
In response to complaints, the Ariab company declared that it would assist in
social development in Ariab operating areas and elsewhere in the Red Sea
Hills. Emirates-based Al-Bayan on 15/10/1998 mentioned that Ariab Company
allocated $200,000 for the purpose of development in the Red Sea
Hills and
. ..
Sinkat area.
EXCLUSION AND RESISTANCE
By the late 1980s the region witnessed severe famine. Many Beja could not
cope with the rising price of food and severe drought. Ironically, the socioeconomic situation of Red Sea region did not change much after Sudan gained
independence and up to the present date. Life of Beja people has deteriorated
more due to absence and neglect of public services. Other factors adding to
their vulnerability include the failure of and adjustments to agricultural projects
especially for cotton production, the famines of the 1980s/1990s, Structural
Adjustment Policies, and inability to cope with rising food prices. Limited
political influence of the Beja in central government, lack of social investment
and loss of livestock all coupled together have steadily led to the collapse of
the coping strategies of pastoralist Beja and led to an increase in rural and
urban poverty and hunger. Moreover, the recent military regime of the National

Salvation Revolution has shown a strong commitment to applying the IMF
packages of structural adjustment policies and launched a massive sale of
public owned projects. Economic pressures on the Beja have accelerated,
exemplified by the NIF's privatization of the Gash Delta agricultural scheme.
The government has allocated land without consideration to any local consent
to followers of the regime, government employees and foreign companies. This
aff'mns that land has been a key factor in current reality of livelihood and
conflict, not merely as an element in the creation of injustice, but also as a
mechanism in socio-economic dominance of the state and global elements.
Those elements have historically used land to create conditions of inequality
and imposed unfavorable terms on indigenous groups.
In addition, exclusion from resources and decision making were strong factors
behind the creation of the Beja Congress in 1958 with its strong agenda of
regional autonomy and commitment to fight against marginalization and
underdevelopment, and could be regarded as a natural outcome of Beja
discontent with their situation. From its early days, the Congress advocated
preserving Beja identity and land. To the Beja Congress, land in particular has
always been one of the main grievances. The movement which started as a
regional demand group among educated Beja, linked the seizure of prime land
to the deterioration of people's livelihoods and generation of local conflict
around resources. Other grievances included ill-representation for the Beja,
socio-economic marginalization, underdevelopment and lack of services.
Today the agenda of the Congress focuses more on: equitable power and
wealth sharing as well as political representation both at the regional and
national levels, establishment of a genuine federal system with true
decentralization of powers to the regions and just representation of all political
forces at the local and national levels within a united Sudan.
By mid 1990 the Beja Congress acknowledged that economic and political
grievances were breeding armed insurgence in Eastern Sudan. It said that it is
important to understand that ignoring Beja and other local groups when giving
access to foreign investment is a grave mistake, blaming the NIF regime policy
of giving licences for gold mining companies who behaved as sole owners in
areas deeply rooted in a different form of local tribal land system. The
Congress enjoys a widespread political following in rural areas and amongst
the poor Beja suburbs in Port Sudan, where it is extremely popular amongst the
youth and the intellectuals. Both groups see the Congress as the only genuine

representative of Beja interests, unlike traditional parties or traditional leaders,
who have lost much of their clout amongst the younger generations. Besides,
the Congress leaders have worked to expand their political platform to other
groups living in eastern Sudan. This led to the formation of the Eastern Front in
February 2005. The Front is a political alliance between the Beja Congress, the
Rashaida Free Lions and representatives from other small ethno-politieal
groups belonging to the Shukriya and the Dabaina. The formation of the Front
is an attempt by the Beja Congress and the Rashaida Free Lions to de-ethnicise
their political agenda and appeal to other communities in eastern Sudan to unite
in the fight against the marginalization and the underdevelopment of the
region. However, interviews carried out by Sara Pantuliano (2005) with nonBeja and non-Rashaida groups, particularly in Kassala, revealed that the Front
is still largely seen as closely affiliated to its two main ethnic groups and
therefore not representative of other eastern Sudan communities, including
immigrants from northern, western and southern Sudan.
The political agenda of the Free Lions is similar to that of the Beja Congress
and is centred on the marginalization and the underdevelopment of the region,
the lack of fair representation and power sharing and the expansion of
mechanised farming at the expense of nomadic migration routes which is
affecting Rashaida livelihoods. Many of the Rashaida pointed to the
confiscation of a large number of four wheel drive vehicles by the government
in the mid 1990s as an indicator of oppressive policies against the Rashaida
and as a trigger for rebellion. As an attempt to win over the Rashaida, GoS
currently has returned some of those vehicles back to them. The Free Lions
seem to enjoy a following amongst the youth, but community and tribal leaders
question the need for the rebellion, especially, as they emphasise, since the
government has recently been very supportive of Rashaida communities,
allotting them land and providing services;
D E S TA B L I S AT I O N O F P O P U L AT I O N
A growing numberofpoor and displaced people live in Port Sudan which
accounts for 90% of the Red Sea urban population. It is a city with no
water and sanitation infrastructure and limited sources of income for most
of its population.
Unemployment in Port Sudan's dockside activities is made worse by
increasing mechanization and similar factors limit the job opportunities in
mining companies.

So, people have limited economic and income options to cope with
increasing prices of goods and services.
An absence of governmental subsidies and a complete withdrawal of
public support in the social sector means that many Beja are left with no
option but to live in slums and on the margins of big cities like Port
Sudan. Their income sources are diminishing due to rising prices of food,
water, health services and transportation. Moreover, their situation as
urban poor has made them unable to pay school fees and therefore their
children could not access formal education.
There has been a failure of coping mechanisms and economic
diversification activities due to the diminishing numbers of animals.
All these factors have led to an increasing rate of internal displacement
and migration to other countries.
Cultural and social alienation has resulted from Beja attachment to their
previous pastoralist lifestyle when in an urban setting.
"For most Beja who have moved to town, livestock have retained their
importance both in cultural (bride wealth payment), dietary (milk and meat)
and economic terms (assets not eroded by inflation). It is interesting to note
that the majority of them still describe themselves as pastoralists, even if
they do not now own animals" Pantuliano (2005)
As implied above, local populations were left to face harsh conditions without
means of support. Moreover, urban Beja who lost lands were denied the basic
human rights of living in dignity. Some of them believe that they have not even
been treated as a Sudanese indigenous group and citizens who have rights of
residence and earning. Their loss of land and livelihood has not been
compensated and their grievance has been dealt with in either denial or
negligence. Besides, the government has not intervened in anyprojects to
create positive living conditions for both the urban or rural population. This has
contributed to a deepening in the gap between those who are associated with
power and foreign investment and the local people, many of whom face
extreme deprivation. Furthermore, these inequalities have created many
tensions and have invited various levels of conflicts as:
Inter-tribal conflicts within the tribe between clans and lineage groups
belonging to the same tribe.
Conflicts have arisen between Beja tribes and with tribes other than Beja,
(principally with the Rashaida and other ethnic groups from other parts of

Sudan who have been viewed as 'outsiders'). Tribal conflicts among the
Beja tribes, mainly between Hadendowa as the most dominant Beja and
Beni Amer who are viewed by many as 'boundary' tribes with Tergi
language and strong Eritrean links.
A poisoning of relationships where the community puts blame on those
who work with government and foreign companies, accusing them of
being supporters of an unjust regime.
Many external observers have commented on the danger of a split
amongst the Rashaida, with some potentially supporting the government
against the Free Lions.
Conflict around gold mining areas of Hoshiri and Araiab where local
communities and community leaders are accusing foreign companies of
seizing their land. Such strong claims are supported by complaints of
environmental pollution caused by chemical waste from gold mining
activities around Araiab valley of the Red Sea Hills.
Conflict, usually associated with land ownership, land use, land borders
and conformity to the rules governing access to land and its use, mainly
in the case of conflict between the Rashaida and the Beja, has arisen
principally over tribal land ownership and the political office of nazara
associated with it. The Rashaida Free Lions feel that the Rashaida are
Sudanese citizens and as such they have a right to land, regardless of
historical claims by tribal groups over the whole region.
There is the possibility of extension of conflict to other regional elements
and even outside the region due to ethnic, tribal and cultural links of
Sudan's population
CONCLUSION
For centuries the Red Sea Hills and Eastern Sudan at large have been excluded
from national power and wealth. In global terms, the region remains one of the
margins supplying international markets with cheap raw mineral materials.
Neglect extended from colonial through post-colonial to the global era, despite
the significant and strategic position of the Red Sea to Sudan and to the world
economy and to global security at large. Additionally, a new conflict in this
region might lead to further wider regional implications in this part of Africa. It
is very crucial therefore, that both the Sudan Government and the international
community rise to their obligations in addressing seriously Beja
marginalization. Since marginalization is a reality and not just a claim, as this
study has shown, a quick response is very much hoped for. Such a response is

required as the present situation is on a knife-edge. Grievances about injustice
have been voiced by the Beja Congress for 60 years and they are still not being
dealt with and are the fuel of today's conflicts within the Red Sea region. What
the community, local and political leaders, and external observers alike quote
as a cause of conflict is the socio-economic marginalization of the people in
eastern Sudan, and the feeling of social exclusion which is so pervasive within
their region of the Sudan.
Fergus Thomas, IRC programme coordinator for northeast Sudan, stated in his
report about the situation of the Beja region on 6m April, 2005 that:
"It is the most under-served, most remote area that I have ever worked in, with
huge humanitarian needs--even in basic issues of nutrition and safe water, up
to more complex health and education needs. The community have been left
very much to themselvesmfor thousands of years really" (quoted in Abu Amna
2005).
The reality remains that without rapid action, these native communities may be
wiped out, taking with them a vast indigenous knowledge, a rich culture and
traditions, and any hope of preserving thek heritage. Their fight for survival is
very much linked now to response from parties involved in the crisis as well as
their strong belief in the justice of the cause. Creating positive livelihoods in
the Red Sea Hills of Sudan requires a form of partnership between international
business, the UN, multilateral agencies and the Beja. Without mutual
understanding of the needs of all parties and acceptance of the. validity of the
grassroots cause peace for all will not be achieved.
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THE DEATH OF GORDON, HIS KHARTOUM JOURNALS
AND THEIR IMPACT ON VICTORIAN CULTURE
Fergus Nicoll
THE PRESS AND POPULAR CULTURE
The publication of Major-General Charles Gordon's 'Khartoum Journals' on
25 June 1885, five months after his killing during the Mahdi's overthrow of
the city, was a major literary event in Victorian Britain.1 The opening
paragraph of almost every press review contained the phrases 'long expected'
or 'eagerly anticipated'.2 The reviews of the volume, described variously as
'handsome', 'bulky' and 'solid', were almost universally positive, with the
Belfast News-Letter and the Glasgow Herald declaring Egmont Hake's
edition the 'Book of the Year'. The author of a particularly gushing review in
The Monthly Packet concluded that this 'story of the lonely battle kept up so
long by a Christian soldier' was 'unique, as far as I know, in this respect:
that it is truest history, struck off as it were at white heat, and given to the
world just six months after its last words were written ... From the first the
deep interest of the book never flags'.
There were dissenting voices. Among the most trenchant was Country
Gentleman, which appraised the purely literary merit of the journals as
'disappointing': "It was not nearly up to my expectations ... an.d if it be true
that Mr. Kegan Paul and his partner ... gave £5000 for the copyright, I fear
they will rue their bargain .... The story is altogether incoherent. ,3 Other
reviewers conveyed tacit warnings about Gordon's rambling and repetitive
style. The Birmingham Daily Post noted discreetly that diary entries were
'somewhat discursive', with 'no fine writing, no writing for effect'; but that,
the paper gallantly insisted, only served to highlight Gordon's own character:
1 A. Egmont Hake, The Journals of Major-General C.G. Gordon, C.B., at Kartoum (London, Kegan Paul, Trench & Co.,
1885). The original volumes are held in the collection of the British Library in London: BL, Add. Mss. 34474-9.
2 On the day of publication, the journals were reviewed by the Belfast News-Letter, the Birmingham Daily Post, the Bristol
Mercury and Daily Post, the London Daily News, Freeman's Journal & Daily Commercial Advertiser in Dublin, the
Glasgow Herald, the Leeds Mercury, the Liverpool Mercury and the Western Mail in C~ff~. The Aberdeen Weekly Journal
and the Pall Mall Gazette in London (in its 'Literary and Art Notes' column) caught up the following day, and on 27 Jane
the Country Gentleman and Graphic in London followed suit, along with the Ipswich Journal. Other publications were
slower to produce their verdicts: Lloyd's Weekly Newspaper on 28 June, Trewman's Exeter Flying Post on 1 July, Saturday
Review on 4 July and the Monthly Packet 56 (1885) on 1 August.
3 The price tag was accurate but, with the book selling out rapidly, the publishers had no cause to 'rue their bargain'.

'his generosity, his humility, his religious enthusiasm, his singularity of belief
... his satirical humour, his strictness as a disciplinarian, and his delightfully
English downrightness of speech '.
The problem of representative selection defeated many editors, who found
themselves simply overwhelmed by the manic torrent of Gordon's words and
struggled to select quotations from across the thematic scope and 96-day
time-scale of the journals. The Graphic lamented that 'it is difficult to speak
adequately in the space at command" while The Times observed that "where
every line is of almost thrilling interest, it is difficult to adjust with any nice
degree of proportion the parts of the volume which are of the greatest
intrinsic value or interest'. To cope with this volume of material, some
papers opted for a straightforward chronological sequence of extracts,
without commentary, while others set out brief quotations under terse
headlines to flesh out a thematic analysis. Hake's retention of Gordon's
repeated injunctions to 'pruning out' the content deceived the reviewer in the
Exeter Flying Post, who assumed that the order had indeed been heeded and
that what he was reading was the result of such pruning.4 Selecting just six
telling paragraphs to sum up a period 'crowded with incident', the'Post noted
that 'Mr. Hake has faithfully carried out this instruction, and ... everything
that was extraneous to the immediate subject dealt with or to the incident
recorded, has been carefully eliminated by the General's representative'.
The Daily News, by contrast, assumed (correctly) that Gordon's injunction
had been overruled and concluded (incorrectly, given government
censorship) that 'the reader ... has little ground to complain of suppression'.
Reviewers found much common ground, most conspicuously the poignancy
of Gordon's mourning for his ADC, Lt.-Col. J.D. Hamill-Stewart and his
murdered colleagues aboard the 'Abbas'. Gordon's protracted arguments for
the appointment of Zubeir Rahma as his successor were also widely
described (though rarely verbatim). Others picked out individual incidents to
illustrate the general's humour, faith or courage, while many appreciated his
well-drawn caricatures.

4 See my forthcoming article for analysis of the highly politicised editing process: Fergus Nicoll, 'Truest History, Struck Off
at White Heat': The Politics of Editing Gordon's Khartoum Journals', Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History 38/1
(March 2010).

For many papers, however, the impact of the journals on domestic politics
was inescapable. The Cardiff Western Mail highlighted 'His Judgement on
Liberal Policy', while the Aberdeen Weekly Journal spoke of 'Grave
Reflections on Gladstonian Policy in the Soudan'.5 The Belfast News-Letter
was more explicit: under the headline 'Condemnation of the Late
Government', the paper quoted Gordon's diatribe of 8 November 1884,
culminating in the comment, 'There is one thing which is quite
incomprehensible, if it is right to send up an Expedition now, why was it not
right to send it up before? ~ The Glasgow Herald, unaware ofHake's loyalty
to the opposition Conservative Party, quoted from the editor's bitter and
politically loaded introductory note: 'Gordon tells us plainly in his Journals
how great is the evil done by the policy of Her Majesty's Government, and
for how long that evil will live when the Government is dead'.7 As for The
Times, London's leading paper of record expressed surprise that 'there is less
in the Diary than might have been expected of personal attack on the
Government which sent General Gordon to Khartoum ':
'It is impossible to read these daily entries in his Diary without feeling
the liveliest emotion for his sufferings and for the neglect of which he
was the chief victim. Had his vigour been imitated by the Government,
Khartoum would never have fallen.'
Nor was it only the press that was absorbed with Gordon and the revelations
contained in the journals. Music hall audiences in the late 1880s joined in
with gusto as the artistes on stage performed numbers such as G.H.
MacDermott's Too Late, Too Late, whose lyrics stressed Gordon's
commitment to service, duty and the protection of native races,s Other
popular songs with identical themes included N.G. Travers' Too Late!, and
5 These two articles are essentially the same syndicated piece, with minor differences in presentation. The Western Mail
version omits tidier analysis of the 'three dominating ideas Gordon carded with him to his grave - first, that ~ Pasha's
influence being greater than the Mahdi's, he [Gordon] could have "smashed the Mahdi" with his assistance, if the Home
Government had permitted it; secondly, that the relief expedition was too late; end, thirdly, that it was an utter "fiction" to
suppose that the Egyptian Government governed Egypt'.
6 BL, Add. Ms. 34479, 27.
7 Hake, Journals, xli. The same edition of the Glasgow Herald includes a bizarre note describing the journals as 'the joint
production of General Gordon and Colonel Stewart'. The writer of this separate paragraph has evidently misunderstood
Gordon's references to Stewart's earlier campaign diary as containing 'lots of nice things in it' (BL, Add. Ms. 34474, 40),
though he is correct in observing that 'some of the things it [the Hake edition] contains will be looked upon as very far ~om
"nice" by certain officials of the Foreign Office'.
s Jeffrey Richards, Imperialism and Music (Manchester, MUP, 2001), 331; Andrew Thompson, The Empire Strikes Back?
The Impact of Imperialism on Britain from the Mid-Nineteenth Century (London, Longman, 2005), 50-1.
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Harry Windley's Gordon (Hero of Khartoum): 'Gordon, Gordon, hear his
pleading cry / Far over the pathless waste / Where he was left to die'.9
Theatre-goers in London's West End swooned over the predicament of Grace
Armytage and Priscilla Prym, prisoners of the despicable Mahdi reduced to
praying for the relief of Gordon in Khartoum!, a 'new and entirely original
spectacular military drama in nine tableaux'.1° At the other end of the social
spectrum, in England's most prominent public schools (the same schools that
provided the aristocratic and well-connected servants of both empire and
government), a generally mixed picture of pro- and anti-imperialism
solidified afler Gordon's death into an almost universal animosity towards
Gladstone. At Harrow, Radley, Wellington and Haileybury, Gordon was
accorded epitaphs crai~ed in Latin and Greek, while school debates were
recorded as ending in 'near-unanimous anti-government votes')1
Composers like Edward Elgar were also deeply moved by the Gordon story.
Though his 'Gordon Symphony' was never completed, Elgar transplanted
many of its ideas and emotions into other works, not least The Dream of
Gerontius (which had its own relevance for Victorian cognoscenti of Gordonrelated trivia))2 The prominent music publisher, August Jaeger, prematurely
revealed Eigar's ongoing efforts to readers of The Musical Times, declaring
that 'the extraordinary career of General Gordon- his military
achievements, his unbounded energy, his self-sacrifice, his resolution, his
deep religious fervour- offers to a composer of Mr Elgar's temperament a
magnificent subject ... that appeals to the sympathies of all true-hearted
Englishmen. ,13

9 Bernard Porter, The Absent-Minded Imperialists: Empire, Society, and Culture in Britain (Oxford, OUP, 2004), 152 and
375 (Note 105); N.G. Travers, Too Latel (In Memoriam of General Gordon, the Hero of Khartoum) (London, Hopwood &
Crew, 1885).
10 William Muskerry, and John Jourdain, Khartoum! or, the Star of the Desert (London, Samuel French, 1885).
n Porter, Absent-Minded Imperialists, 54, 336 (Note 92) and 337 (Note 111).
12 Gordon was sent a copy of Cardinal Newman's poem, The Dream of Gerontius, by Edward Maund, following a
conversation about mortality on the eve of Gordon's departure for Sudan. Maund believed that Gordon was doomed: 'On
parting, when I wished him God speed and success, he said: "Every one has to fail, or we should have too high a belief in
our own powers. As yet I have been successful: I have still to fail.'"; Maj.-Gen. Charles Gordon, Letters of General CG.
Gordon to His Sister M.d. Gordon (London, Macmillan, 1888), 379 and 402-3. Gordon later gave his well-thumbed and
annotated copy to Frank Power. After its subsequent recovery, the book was treated with the veneration accorded a relic,
with other readers replicating the general's marginal-notations. It was sold by Power's niece on 19 February 1917 as part of
a war-time fund-raiser for the British Red Cross Society; BL, Add. Ms. 58070, 43 and 58.
13 RJchards Imperialism, 60-61" Jerrold Moore Edward Elgar: A Creaiive Life (Oxford OUP, 1984), 119-120 and 246-7,
shows that Elgar had asked Jaeger not to add pressure on him by declaring any major work to be imminent.

SALON SOCIETY
In the literary arena, the reaction of contemporary writers to the fate of
Gordon was equally emotional and oRen bitterly critical of the Gladstone
government. It remains true that there is no 'classic imperial novel' devoted
to this period. A conspicuous exception, however, may be found in Geoffrey
Drage's Cyril: despite being a novel largely about contemporary Russia, not
Egypt or Sudan, its latter sections are filled with dense and detailed analysis
of Gordon's mission, quoting at considerable length from the published
journal and from official papers by then in the public .domain.14
Drage thus paraphrases the chronology of the mission from 4 January to 13
May 1884, based on 'odds and ends in speeches and papers', quotes
extensively from the official 'Blue Books' on events between 23 April and 5
August 1884 and uses verbatim Gordon's letters of 9 September, 14
November and 26 November, i.e. during the final stages of the siege of
Khartoum.15 The substance was a wholly irrelevant digression from the
Russian narrative but it was hard to find a writer in contemporary England
who remained immune to the popular swell of emotion that followed
Gordon's death. One of Drage's characters, Joe, speaks for the aiathor when
he writes to Cyril Grey that 'the story of Gordon is like the shadow of a great
rock in a weary land; he is to me a hiding-place from the wind'. 16
'Here have I been fancying myself someone ... and all the time there
has been living and toiling, unknown to me, a really great Englishman
between whose legs all our generation must creep about to find
dishonourable graves ... and he, the hero, belongs to us; he is flesh of
our flesh, blood of our blood. A simple, God-fearing, duty-loving
Englishman .... Great Godl I positively walk an inch higher at the bare
thought that this man is a countryman of mine'.17

14 Geoffrey Drage, Cyril: A Romantic Novel (London, W.H. Allen & Co. Ltd., 1889). Published at a time of heightened
tension between London and St Petersburg, effectively a resurgence of the 'Great Game', Cyril was controversial enough to
have been banned by the Tsar's imperial censor.
15 Drage, Cyril, 375-85, 478-82 and 498-9 respectively. One small error is made when Drage has one character write a griefstricken letter about the fall of Khartonm on 2 February, when news had not yet reached London.
16 Ibid., 312.
17 Ibid., 309-11.

While most contemporary novelists struggled to convert the Gordon story
i n t o w r i t t e n f o r m , p o e t s h a d n o s u c h d i f fi c u l t y. O n e C a m b r i d g e
undergraduate found a publisher for a sequence of 115 sonnets narrating
Gordon's triumphant arrival in Khartoum and heroic defence of the city.18
Another, Walter Williams, contributed doggerel with a political twist, asking
important questions about Gladstone's policy in Egypt and Sudan and the
wider role of Britain abroad, concluding with a conventional lament for the
fallen Gordon.
"What are we doing? Is it England's place
Dealing destruction to the coloured race?
Is it her mission all these lives to spend?
What is she doing? What can be the end?
Is she commissioned from a wrathful God
That Afric "s sons should bend beneath the rod?
Has she no reason for the well worn cry"Reform[ Retrenchment['" if so, what? and why? ...
Gained her retrenchment, prestige and reform,
Egypt established, ended all the storm,
England triumphant[ Moslems bow their head!
Yet echo answers, "Our Gordon is dead["' 19
Another typical selection can be found in Epitaphs on C.G. Gordon, a stylish
little anthology of 31 poems in Greek, Latin and English, all resulting from a
Journal of Education competition (with a prize of five guineas) to compose a
suitable epitaph for the hero of Khartoum. The entries poured in, among them
one from H.T. Rhoades, stressing heroism, selflessness and an almost
messianic purpose.
"Not in his own cause Gordon drew the sword,
Duty, not fame, his lode-star - at her call,
Far in the East he tamed the Tartar horde,
Is Anon., Khartoum and Thither: A Poem (Manchester, Heywood & Sons, 1885).
19 'The Fall of Khartoum', bound into BL, 11601.H. 13, an anthology of various writers entitled Poeras 1885-99.

Held fate at bay from Khartoum's crumbling wall;
The wide world mourned for him, twice gSorified,
He lived for others, and for others died'.
These literary effusions, too, were often highly politicised, having a
measurable impact in their challenge to late Victorian imperialism. The most
celebrated of these interventions came from Wilfrid Scawen Blunt. After
failing to galvanise support in English society or politics for the Arabi
revolution in Egypt, let alone avert the 1882 British invasion, Blunt had been
temporarily ostracised by society friends whose financial interests in Egypt
were in jeopardy. Blunt and Gordon, however, maintained a regular exchange
of letters in which they shared their loathing of 'the Parasite ring of Pashas'
running Egypt.21 In January 1884, when Blunt had learned of Gordon's
mission, he had written him a powerful letter of warning. An evacuation of
Egypt's garrisons and affiliated administrative civilians from the Sudan
tem'tories must win the blessing of all, he argued; conversely, any attempt to
hold Khartoum against the Mahdi, Sudan's rightful Islamic leader, would
lead to destruction. "Also consider,' Blunt had concluded with a prophecy of
perfect clarity, 'what your death will mean; the certainty of: a cry for
vengeance for England and an excuse with those who seek no better than a
war of conquest. I wish I could be sure that all those who are sending you on
your mission do not foresee this end. ,zz
Throughout the spring and summer of 1884, Blunt had busied'himself with
pro-Mahdi activism, most publicly in a diatribe to The Times on 10 April, in
which he called for the withdrawal of British troops from both Egypt and
Sudan and a peace deal with the Mahdi. An attempt to offer himself as a
sympathetic mediator with Muhammad Ahmad the Mahdi for the release of
Gordon from the siege was summarily turned down by Gladstone.23 In the
end, however, the apparently affectionate tone of the Blunt-Gordon
correspondence may have been misleading. Gordon referred to Blunt only
20 Anon, Epitaphs on C.G. Gordon (London, William Rice, 1885), 19.
21
Gordon to Blunt, dated 21 October 1882; West Sussex Records Office, Chiehester 0VSRO), Box 24.
22 Elizabeth Longford, A Pilgrimage of Passion: The Life of Wiled Scawen Blunt (London, W eidenfeld & Nicolson, 1979),
209.
23 Even after the fall of Khartoum, Blunt insisted that negotiations with the Mahdi were possible. His idea was to use Jamal
al-Din al-Afghani, an Islamic activist who travelled frequently between Cairo and Paris; Dominic Green, Three Empires on
the Nile: The Victorian Jihaa~ 1869-1899 (New York, Free Press, 2007), 54-8 and 273-5; WSRO, Boxes 25 and 6514/7H
contain Biunt's correspondence with Gladstone's principal private secretary, Sir Edward Hamilton.

twice in the entire Khartoum journal.24 For his part, Blunt adopted a
remarkably blas6 attitude to Gordon's death, enthusiastically welcoming the
fall of Khartoum as 'unexpected and glorious news', an attitude that placed
him in a tiny minority and endeared him to few in salon societyY
Another poet in whom sentiments of revulsion at the heavy hand of
imperialism were translated into initially powerful but ultimately ambivalent
verse was William Watson. In June 1885, almost exactly contemporaneous
with the Hake edition of Gordon's Khartoum journals, Watson published in
the National Review a series of fifteen sonnets collectively called Ver
Tenebrosum, or 'The Gloomy Spring'.26 In the words of one biographer,
Watson "decks himself in the robes of the poet-prophet and lashes out at his
country's unjust actions in the Soudan ,.27 In the sonnets, a range of subjects
are addressed, verse by verse. Thus, British glory 'well-nigh more resembles
shame' (IX), while true patriotism is identified as a readiness to identify 'the
unseemly blot' on England's 'whiteness' (VI). Government ministers are
labelled 'purblind guides' (VII) and the 'Political Luminary' who gives
Sonnet VIII its title - a figure assumed to be Gladstone - is denounced as
'Sire of huge sorrows ... A man whose virtue, genius, grandeur, worth /
Wrought deadlier ill than ages can undo'. Most immediately, however, the
reader is struck by the venom of the opening sonnet, 'The Soudanese', a stark
declaration of Watson's loathing of militarism in general and the British
Army campaign against the Mahdi in particular.
'They wrong "d not us, nor sought ' gainst us to wage
The bitter battle. On their God they cried
For succour, deeming justice to abide
In heaven, if banish'd from earth's vicinage.
And when they rose with a gall'd lion's rage,
We, on the captor's, keeper "s, tamer "s side,
We, with the alien tyranny allied,
We bade them back to their Egyptian cage.
Scarce knew they who we were/A wind of blight
24
25 BL, Add. Mss. 34476, 19 and 34477, 17.
Wilfrid Blunt, Gordon At Khartoum: Being a Personal Narrative of Events (London, Stephen Swit~ & Co., 1911), 372-4.
26
2~Watson, 'Ver Tebebrosum', National Review 5 (1885), 484-9.
James Nelson, Sir William Watson (New York, Twayne, 1966), 50.

From the mysterious far north-west we came,
Our greatness now their veriest babes have learn 'd,
Where, in wild desert homes, by day, by night,
Thousands that weep their warriors unreturn 'd,
0 England, 0 my country, curse thy namer." (I)
Thereafter, however, the collection assumes a progressively ambivalent tone,
reflecting two contradictions on Watson's part. While his contempt for the
Sudan campaign and the Gladstone ministry that ordered it is beyond
question, his response to the salvage mission and ultimate demise of Gordon
himself was instinctively sympathetic. Thus, following two sonnets
lamenting military victories that amount to little more than 'Another bruising
of the hapless head / Of a wrong'd people yearning to be free' (II) and
according doubtful credit to the British soldier whose fate it was 'With
tedious pain unsplendidly to kill' and then 'splendidly to die' (III), Watson
lavishes a heartfelt encomium on the dead general.
'Idle though our homage be and vain,
Who loudly through the door of silence press
And vie in zeal to crown death's nakedness,
Not therefore shall melodious lips refrain
Thy praises, gentlest warrior without stain,
Denied the happy garland of success,
Foil'd by dark fate, but glorious none the less,
Greatest of losers, on the lone peak slain
Of Alp-like virtue. Not to-day, and not
To-morrow, shall thy spirit's splendour be
Oblivion 's victim; but when God shall find
All human grandeur among men forgot,
Then only shall the world, grown old and blind,
Cease, in her dotage, to remember thee.' (IV)
Watson's second intemal struggle was more profound. He found himself
unable to conclude that Britain, even given the aberrations of her current
rulers, was as despicable a power as other European colonial nations. Thus
the force of his anti-imperialist position is diminished considerably by his

fundamental inability to conceive of Germany, Russia and France
outstripping Britain as a force for good in the world. As a result, Watson
moves from anti-imperialist condemnation to pro-imperialist justification in
just a brief sequence of verses. By the central sonnet 'Restored Allegiance',
the other Great Powers are "more selfish far', characterised by 'their jealous
greed, / Their serpent-wisdom or mere soulless force': 'Homeward returns
my vagrant fealty' (VII).28 Some have questioned Watson's motives,
suspecting a campaign for the position of Poet Laureate: 'Watson's inept
sonnets," wrote one, 'are written with an eye to the main chance. He is
putting himself on show as Tory, patriot, and by implication monarchist'.29
Indeed, it is conspicuous that, in a later self-edited anthology, the fitteen
sonnets of Ver Tenebrosum are reduced to eight, stripping out much of the
more scathing commentary on the politicians of the 1880s.3°
The great Scottish writer, Robert Louis Stevenson, had no such doubts. By
the summer of 1885, he was already well known as a light-hearted and
occasionally cynical essayist, a literary columnist of some stature and the
author of Travels with a Donkey and, most famously, Treasure lsland. Less
well known were his interests in politics both domestic and foreign. He wrote
essays on unionism and the Irish Question and, in 1881, a powerful piece
about British involvement in the 'unmanly Transvaal war' in South Africa.31
Despite his perpetual struggle with health problems that brought him
dangerously close to death on numerous occasions, Stevenson was able to
monitor developments in Sudan closely. The fall of I0mrtoum, he
commented shortly atter the event, brought 'dark days of public dishonour';
as for Gordon's death, it was an outrage: 'England stands before the world
dripping with blood and daubed with dishonour'.32
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Like many other writers, Stevenson clearly separated Gordon the man from
the political ministry whose agent he was, unlike Blunt or Watson, however,
Stevenson bottled up his anger and impotence. While applauding anyone who
showed 'one spark of manly sensibility', for example those 'taking their
names off the Gordon Memorial Committee rather than sit thereon with
Gladstone', Stevenson had decided not even to write in protest to the Prime
Minister: 'Why was I silent? I feel I have no right to blame anyone; but I
won't write to the G.O.M. [Grand Old Man]. I do really not see my way to
any form of signature: unless 'your fellow criminal in the eyes of God',
which might disquiet the proprieties'.33 Stevenson's suppressed resentment
was later transferred, when in 1889 his poor health necessitated a transfer to
the islands of Hawaii, to the cause of Samoa: a commitment to the
independence of South Pacific islanders that was explicitly prompted by a
sense of guilt at not having spoken out sufficiently in support of Gordon.
7 did not say then in the papers what I might have said before it was
too late. I might not have been able to save Gordon, but at least I
should feel I had done something. It was this thought that finally
induced me to write my first letter to The Times about Samoa: I thought,
I have lost one opportunity, I will not lose another'.~4
ART MEETS POLITICS
On the left wing of British politics, the Gordon mission had provoked
considerable antipathy. For many socialists and peace activists, already
humiliated by their failure to muster the support of even Quaker MPs, let
alone the wider population, to avert the invasion and occupation of Egypt in
1882, Gordon had been little better than a 'stalking horse' for further
imperialist meddling abroad. The International Arbitration arid Peace
Association organised a two-day conference in April 1884 to debate the
Sudan crisis and Gordon's mission but the outcome was weak and
inconclusive, producing only a tepid resolution that armed interference in
Egypt's internal affairs (a portfolio that embraced Sudan) was "unnecessary,
impolitic and unjust'.35 Even after the fall of Khartoum, the movement was
divided. In February 1885, hard on the news of Gordon's murder, the
33
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Workmen's Peace Association - whose declared purpose was 'advocating the
settlement of all international disputes by arbitration, and the establishment
of a High Court of Nations for that purpose' - gathered in London to call for
a full military withdrawal from Sudan. But confusion prevailed; decades of
Liberal loyalty were hard to reverse. As Samuel Storey, Liberal MP and cofounder of the Sunderland Echo, put it to his Memorial Hall audience:
"When a Tory Government went to war what violent opponents of war all the
Liberals were (laughter) but where was the peace party now? ,36
The Socialist League, by contrast, was cohesive, dynamic and effective at
garnering favourable press coverage. The issue of Gordon and his Sudan
deployment had played a large part in the establishment of the League in
1884, as William Morris and others parted company in acrimonious
circumstances from Henry Hyndman, the authoritarian leader of the Social
Democratic Federation. Hyndman had argued for a military rescue expedition
to pluck Gordon from the siege of Khartoum, while Morris, ever suspicious
of the authorities rtmning Egypt as a purely capitalist venture, on behalf of
the bond-holders, took exactly the opposite view. One of his last actions as a
member of the SDF was to propose and see passed a motion opposing any
such expedition, even one mounted 'under the pretence of rescuing General
Gordon "37
Morris was passionately committed to the right of the Sudanese to selfdetermination and, when Gordon was killed in late January 1885, he stated
quite starkly (and in sympathy with Wilfrid Blunt) that Khartoum had fallen
- into the hands of the people it belongs to', a position endorsed by the
Socialist League.3s On 16 February, the League despatched an internal
resolution to a number of papers expressing its delight at the fall of
Khartoum.39 At a succession of meetings through the spring of 1885 including the WPA gathering that had proven so lukewarm in its criticism of
the Gladstone government's moves - William Morris argued that 'the war in
the Soudan was prompted by the capitalist class, with a view to the extension
of their fields of exploitation'. "We admit,' concluded an amendment
Ibid., 102.
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submitted for a floor vote, 'that the victory gained by the Soudanese was a
triumph of tight over wrong won by a people struggling for their freedom. ~o
Seen from this viewpoint, there was little to differentiate between Gordon
and the Relief Expedition that had failed so narrowly to rescue him. Morris
denounced the expedition as "stealers and the spreaders of the blessings of
shoddy civilisation" while five days earlier, the League had condemned the
invasion of Sudan in a declaration published in the Pall Mall Gazette, the
Standard and the St James's Gazette.41 The resolution passed by the SL
provisional Council read '... that the meeting of the provisional council of the
Socialist League is convinced that the invasion of the Soudan was undertaken
with the covert intention of exploiting that country for the purposes of
commercial greed; and that, therefore the check inflicted on the British
invaders should be hailed by all supporters of the cause of the people as a
triumph of right over wrong, of righteous self-defence over ruffianly
brigandage"42 Morris himself travelled to Scotland to address socialist
meetings in Glasgow and Edinburgh on what he called the 'wretched
Commercial-piratical war' in Sudan.43 It was a position that culminated in the
publication on 2 March 1885 of a four-page leaflet, the Manifesto of the
Socialist League on the Soudan War.
"Citizens, if you have any sense of justice, any manliness left in you,
join us in our protest against the wicked and infamous act of
brigandage now being perpetrated for the interest solely of the
"privileged" classes of this country; an act of brigandage led up to
through the foulest stream of well-planned hypocrisy and fraud that has
ever disgraced the foreign policy even of this commercial age ,.44
Nor was Gordon immune from the trenchant criticism of the left. "It was
quite necessary to attack the Gordon-worship which has been used as a
stalking-horse for such wide spread murder," Morris wrote in April 1885,
concluding with a devastating critique of the late general's mission: 'He
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betrayed the trust reposed in him & used his military & administrative
capacity for the purpose of bringing the Soudanese under the subjection of a
vile tyran, n4~. To make a hero of such a man is a direct attack on public
morality.
CONCLUSION
The cultural impact of Gordon's failure - primed by the intensive press
coverage of the Khartoum debacle, the ubiquitous reviews of his published
journals and an outpouring of literary tributes - can be divided into three key
areas: personal, political and ideological; or, put another way: Gordon, the
government and Empire. Of these, the last is certainly the most complex.
There were exceptions but the majority of 'post-fall' literary offerings could
be summarised in terms of uncritical admiration of Gordon, his personal
behaviour and his military prowess. By contrast, there was almost universal
vitriol and disdain directed against the Gladstone government that had
dispatched him to Khartoum and only belatedly launched a rescue mission to
pluck him from the siege. Over time and with the intrusion of a wider range
of personal and political agendas, Gordon's mission, competence and
personality were subject to the scrutiny of increasingly critical writers
pursuing a variety of individual projects: panegyric, diatribe, biography or
self-justifying memoir. This initial shaping of the Gordon legacy was the
opening round of a protracted conflict over the general's reputation, fought
by family and by literary critics, by soldiers and by poets.
In terms of ideology, the effusion of 'Gordon Literature' thus launched
appears to have driven its contemporary readers into both pro- and antiimperialist camps. It is unarguable that in the immediate at~ermath of
Gordon's death and the publication of his journals, a widespread and
powerful reaction contributed to the diminution of imperialism in the short
term. The arguments of articulate and influential writers like Stevenson,
Watson and Blunt helped create a relative 'trough' of popular imperialism
that fell between the 'spikes' of 1885, when the Mahdi captured Khartoum
and popped the bubble of British jingoistic fervour, and 1898, when
45 Letters to James Mavor, a dissenting SL member, in defenee of the Manifesto on the $oudan; Kelvin, Letters, vol. I~,
410. In the same letter, Morris crossed out an interesting observation on Gordon, made in the context of comments on the
Mahdi: 'We assume, as we must, that the Mahdi is the representative of his countrymen in thoir heroic defence of their
liberties ... As to his fanatioism (which it seems must be condemned in him though praised in Gordon) you should
remember that any popular movement in the East is bound to take a religious form.'
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reinvasion sparked a resurgence in British self-belief. Yet it is also true that
the rapidly growing number of publications of the early 1890s, especially the
highly coloured memoirs of soldiers, officials and civilian survivors, sold
well and provoked renewed anger at Gordon's perceived betrayal, helping to
create both the political climate and military appetite for the subsequent
invasion and 58-year occupation of Sudan.

BOOK REVIEW
Ann Crichton-Harris, Poison in small measure: Dr. Christopherson
and the cure for Bilharzia, Koninklijke Brill 2009, 428 pages
including index and references.
ISBN 978 90 04 17541 9
Published in the Netherlands and available from Amazon at £59.44 in
paperback
This book is a detailed research of the life of Jack Christopherson, by
his great niece, Ann Crichton-Harris with a foreword by Professor
Yusuf Fadl Hasan. Dr Christopherson is famous to those who know
about bilharzia as the first man to find a cure. Until I read the book, I
thought that somehow he had simply discovered this cure, and I
cannot tell you the number of times I have referred to his discovery in
my papers or acknowledged him in my lectures on the siabject. Nowhaving read this book I feel I know the whole story - a story of
intrigue, jealousy and medical competitiveness, with doctors and
scientists competing in the race to publish.
Bilharzia or schistosomiasis - the two names are synonymous - was
discovered in 1857 in Cairo during an autopsy by one Theodore
Maximilian Bilharz. The adult worms are found in the blood vessels
of humans who get infected by exposure to water in which, live snails
which act as the intermediate host. Larvae leave the snail and swim in
the fresh water where they can penetrate the unbroken skin of anyone
swimming, washing or standing in the water. This is a tropical
parasite widespread in Africa - today known as one of the "Neglected
Tropical Diseases", NTDs
In the early 20t~ century in both Egypt and Sudan, bilharzia was a
very prevalent disease and caused incredible suffering among the
many people infected. Indeed Christopherson suggested that the
perceived laziness of the local people was due to their bilharzia
infection which weakened them considerably, and there was no
known cure. Expatriates were unlikely to catch bilharzia, because they
did not have the same contact with contaminated water as did the
Egyptian peasants. Life was not easy though, and expatriates were

very susceptible to other tropical diseases carried by biting insects or
unclean water. The difficulties of living and working in the heat in
Sudan come across in the book.
J.B. Christopherson (Christo) was a medical doctor who having first
served in the Boer War, was posted to work in the Sudan at the age of
34 and he stayed there for about 17 years from 1902 to 1919, with a
break during the first world war. He was at first given an army rank
and worked in both the Omdurman and Khartoum hospitals. The
author describes in detail the long running debacle of Christo's
eventual appointment as Director of the Sudan Medical Department in
1904. Sadly his position was changed in 1909 when he seemed to be
demoted from his Director of SMC post, but he stayed on as the
Director of the two major hospitals, and when he left in 1919 he was
awarded the CBE.
The disease bilharzia was one of many which afflicted the local
population, but it was one which fascinated Christo, and in 1918, he
published in The Lancet that antimony when injected into a patient
daily for several days could cure the disease. However in subsequent
publications, he did mention that this drug could also kill the
patient!!! But he did not just decide to try antimony out of the blue,
he had seen it used on another tropical disease (Kala-Azar) and
noticed the relief of bilharzia symptoms (the main one being bloody
urine). But he was not the only medical person working in Sudan, and
others also claimed the original idea. Publishing in an English journal
at that time was not like it is today - there was no online submission
of manuscripts, they had to be sent by surface mail, but he was the
first to do so.
This book tells in detail the events which led up to Christopherson
going to Sudan, spends a lot of time describing and analysing his
relatively difficult time there; the personality clashes with peers and
superiors, and the competitive spirit which existed. Famous names
like Wingate, Stack and Balfour were his contemporaries and the
author has unearthed letters between these people and between Jack
and his wife which tell the complicated story of his character and life.

This is a well researched and readable book, and Jack Christopherson
was in Sudan at an interesting time. The book has many references,
footnotes and acknowledgements, and is a fascinating read for those
who like biographies, are interested in the Sudan and history, or in
bilharzia. Both casual readers and scholars will surely learn a lot from
this book.
Alan Fenwick.

BOOK REVIEW
Abdullahi A Gallab, First Islamist Republic: Development
and Disintegration of Islamism in the Sudan by Abdullahi A.
Gallab. Ashgate, Aldershot: 183 pp.
The book is organised around eight chapters (excluding the
introductory and concluding notes and the appendix). The
introductory note contextualises the Islamist movement in the
Sudan. The author examines the epistemic variation in the
definition of key terms such as 'Islamism" 'fundamentalism' and
'neo-fundamentalism'. He narrates the ideological struggle
between various postcolonial political forces in the Sudan
including Islamists over the ways in which a 'nation-state' should
be built in Sudan. The writer reviews the history of the National
Islamic Front-led coup in 1989 by Brigadier Omer al-Bashir,
which overturned a democratically elected government. He notes
that 'the coup marked the beginning of the first Islamist republic in
the Sudan which would last until 1999' (p. 1). The author also
shows how the Islamists-led regime tried to restructure the social
order starting with the dismantling of the armed forces and the
setting up of tribal militias instead. He remarks that the 'first
Islamist republic' was traumatising and divisive. The author
identifies the main characteristics of the political discourse of the
Islamists. He investigates the historical continuity and
discontinuity between Islamist movements in the Sudan and
Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt.
Chapters 1, 2 and 3 examine the Islamist political ideology in the
Sudan by reviewing its historicalgeology. In Chapter 1 the author
looks at the socio-historical contexts which led to the emergence of
the political elite in the Sudan. He rightly problematises the
ontology of the Islamist movement as 'massive undifferentiated
and often rigid' (p. 15). The Chapter also deals with analysis of the
sources which contributed to the 'invention of locality' in the
Sudan including Islamisation and Arabisation. The writer
investigates the ideology of creating social differentiation and

subjugation between Muslim and non-Muslim Sudanese. He shows
how these ideological practices contributed to the construction of
various classes of 'slaves' in the Sudan. He rightly notes that the
British colonial rule promoted orthodox Islam as the state policy to
contain and marginalise "sufism '. He explains how the colonial rule
a t t e m p t e d t o fi x t h e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f I s l a m b y t h e
institutionalisation of the orthodox 'ulama' (religious experts).
This led to 'the reproduction of religious essentialism and the
nationalist discourse and its narrative that refracts and blends the
colonial, the Nahda [renaissance], and the local traditions of
articulations' (p. 29).
Chapter 2 provides a historical overview of the earlier historical
sources that contributed to the development of the Islamist
movement in the Sudan. The author draws on a number of
interviews with and writings by key Islamists including Yasin
Omer al-Imam, Abdelwahab el-Affendi and Hassan Mekki. He
shows that these historical political narratives by leading
intellectual Islamists and politicians intended to construct a 'unique
history' for their movement. The Chapter also considers how the
British colonial role constructed 'essential cultural boundaries'
and reproduced 'a systemic process of marginalisation' (p. 31).
Here the writer refers to two elements which constituted the core
of the colonial project of building a Sudanese identity: 1) the
superiority of Islam and Arabic language and culture; 2) the
ethnification of the social space by recognising the riverain culture
as the main cultural frame of reference. He notes that these
discursive aspects (Islam and Arabic) constituted the practice
which brought together the educated elite, the religious leaders and
commercial groups in a strategic alliance.
In Chapter 3 the writer sets the context for the emergence of a new
generation of political leaders including al-Turabi. He shows how
the October Revolution was turned into a site of struggle between
these political leaders over the 'ownership' of the Revolution. The
author examines the ideational conflict in the aftermath of the
October Revolution between modem political forces (e.g., National

Front for Professionals) and traditional ones. He analyses
Nimeiri's period with a light shed on the disputes and violence
produced during his reign. The author shows how the Islamist
movement transformed into a corporation.
Chapter 4 is concerned with the analysis of the transformation of
the Islamist movement into an invisible government during the
early years of the 1989-coup. The author explores in some detail
the historical development of the economic power of the Islamist
movement. In Chapter 5, the author analyses the writings and
political speeches of, among others, al-Turabi. He argues that the
dismissal of al-Turabi in December 1999 signified the end of the
'first Islamist republic, in so far as it swept aside the religious and
political reference to the sheikh or "the leader"' (p. 97). The
writer inspects the Islamist model of government that
conceptualises the state as 'the most powerful instrument for
change" (p. 98). The Chapter provides a defmition for key
theoretical terms including 'totalitarianism' and 'Islamism', with a
concentration on the Islamist theory of the state. The author
concludes that 'all the evidence leads to the inference that the
whole model [of the Islamists] has failed because of its
relationship to totalitarianism' (p. 114).
Chapter 6 analyses the structure and the ideology of the 'first
republic' in some detail. The writer investigates the notion of
"jihad' within the ideological model of 'al-Mashru' al-Hadari"
(the Civilisation Project). He notes that 'Ald-da'wa al-shamila'
(the Comprehensive Call) was the operational strategy for this
ideological project. The author explains that there was a division of
labour with respect to Jihad: 'local jihad' by Ali Uthman Taha and
'global jihad' by al-Turabi (p. 120). On the one hand, local jihad
targeted both Muslim Nuba and non-Muslim southerners in the
Nuba Mountains and the southern Sudan respectively. This led to
the killing of hundred of thousands of people including children
and women. The author concludes that the 'Civilisation Project'
became an 'excuse for killing and devastation' (p. 123). The
Popular Arab and Islamic Conference (PAIC) organised by al-

Turabi.in Khartoum in 1991 constituted the core of 'global Jihad'
on the other hand. The writer shows how these schemes of jihad
eventually led to the 'collapse of the first republic' of al-Turabi.
In Chapter 7 the writer explores the events that led to the ending of
the 'first republic'. He analyses the internal conflict between the
Islamists over the definition of the Islamist project. He illustrates
how the Islamist regime manipulated the state bureaucracy to
control the entire population. The author states that people did not
however lack a total agency since they could create their own
private spaces of resistance.
Chapter 8 investigates the new strategic political alliances
f o l l o w i n g t h e e x c l u s i o n o f a l - Tu r a b i w i t h a f o c u s o n t h e
approaches the leaders of the 'second republic' have used to
rehabilitate the governing system. The author analyses the internal
controversy between the Darfurian and non-Darfurian Islamists
o v e r i s s u e s o f j u s t i c e a n d i n e q u a l i t y. H e a r g u e s t h a t t h e
government's war in Darfur, in its initial stages, was proxy for its
battle with al-Turabi: 'The violence against al-Turabi and his
party produced serious difficulties for the regime. In trying to
secure their position by launching a preemptive strike against him
and his camp, the regime moved the battleground from Khartoum
to Darfur' (p. 160-161). The writer observes that the" Naivasha
Peace Agreement signed in 2005 has been turned into a containing
strategy by the National Congress Party.
In the concluding commentary, the author states that 'the end of the
first republic did not mark the end of the lslamist movement in the
Sudan or even the end of al-Turabi's political career' (p. 165). He
ends his endeavour with a series of interesting questions that are
intended to explore the ways in which the state can be freed from
these 'ideological entrapments' (p. 167).
This interesting contribution is a critical exercise in 'interrogating
the past' (the author's metaphor) to understand the way we came
to be what we are. The writer has produced a much-needed

historical contextualisation of the Islamist movement in the Sudan.
His critical analysis that the Islamist movement in the Sudan is a
result of 'multiple sources and sets of reproduction that couM be
rooted in Sudanese existential experience' (p. 36) turns the book
into more than a biographical statement about 'a single
personality' ('al-Turabi'). His deconstruction of the motives
behind the 'ahistorical reductionism' embedded in the narratives of
the academic Islamists and politicians is informative. I entirely
agree with the writer that 'the colonial period provided the
Sudanese project with the means to construct and essentialise the
social, economic, and cultural structures of a new nation-state' (p.
27). Here I should note that the essentialising link between Arabic
and Islam led to the misleading framing of Arabic as a 'sacred
language'. Arabic as 'a language' is not sacred; rather what is
sacred is the 'text' of the Quran.
More significantly, the author has rightly interrogated the
underlying ideological structure of the postcolonial democracies.
He has noted that 'the hegemonic power of that alliance [between
educated elite, the religious leadership and commercial groups],
which was built around parliamentarian democracy, was and
mostly still is perceived to advance through that order' (p. 32).
This evidently points to the conclusion that dictatorships in the
Sudan do not take place in a socio-political vacuum. Overall,
this is a very useful book, and I highly recommend it to both
academics and non-academics who seek a sophisticated yet
accessible account of the history of the Islamist movement in the
Sudan.
Ashraf Abdelhay
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CONFERENCE REPORT
9th INTERNATIONAL SUDAN STUDIES CONFERENCE
The Future of Sudan to 2011 and Beyond:
African Dimensions of Peace, Stability, Justice and Reconciliation
Centre for African Renaissance Studies (CARS)
University of South Africa (Unisa), Pretoria
25-28 November 2009
The 9th International Sudan Studies Conference took place at Unisa,
Pretoria, South Africa on November 25 to 28 2009. Despite lapses in
communication, extended deadlines and a complicated registration
procedure, more than 200 persons attended one of the most elaborate
and ambitious Sudan Studies conferences ever held, and the first in
sub-Saharan Africa. The conference was opened with South AfiScan
drumming, a speech of welcome from the Principal and ViceChancellor of Unisa, Professor N.B. Pityana, and an address from
Collins Chabane, Minister in the office of the President of the
Republic of South Africa.
Because of the time of year and the venue of the conference the
composition of delegates was distinctly different from previous
conferences: khawajas were in a minority, there was a wider
representation of Sudanese from different regions and institutions (not
just from the universities of the Three Towns), and there was a greater
number of African participants from around the continent (Ethiopian,
Senegalese, Somali, Nigerian and South African, among others).
There were twenty-five presenters from Sudanese institutions, twen~
presenters from the UK and Europe, nine presenters from North
America, nine presenters from other African institutions, and two
presenters from Middle Eastern institutions, of which at least six were
graduate students from UK, European and South African universities.
In addition to the formal presenters there were other distinguished
participants such as the Sudanese poet, scholar and parliamentarian,
Taban lo Liyong.

There were sixty-one papers and three short presentations given over
three very intense days, starting at 8:30 am and often going on till 6
pm. Each morning and afternoon was started with a plenary session
introducing that section's theme, followed by two parallel sessions on
topics related to the plenary, and concluded by another plenary where
the contents of the parallel sessions were summarized and discussed.
The general theme of the conference meant that many diverse subjects
often discussed at Sudan Studies conferences were absent, and the
focus was kept rigorously on current aspects of peace and war. The
main topics Were 1 - 'The CPA: achievements and threats to its
implementation" (two sessions on 'Power and Wealth Sharing' and
'Contested Areas and Borders'); 2 - 'History, Culture, Identify and
Human Development' (two sessions on 'History and Identity' and
'Human Development and Social Factors') 3 - 'Governance,
Electoral Processes, Democracy and Human and People's Rights'
(two sessions on 'Political Aspects' and 'Civil Society, Institutions
and Gender'); 4 - 'Issues of Statehood and Nation-Building' (two
sessions on 'Cultural Diversity and Social Cohesion' and
'Government Policies and Infrastructure'); 5 - 'Darfur as Epitome of
the Sudan Situation' (two sessions on 'Perspectives on the Conflict'
and 'Root Causes of Conflict in Darfur'); and 6 -"Regional and
International Correlations and Dimensions of the Sudan Situation:
Role of the African Union, the Arab League and External'Factors'.
Discussions, both on and off the conference floor, were generally
frank and engaged. Many Sudanese participants claimed that they
could not have addressed the issues raised so frankly in the Sudan.
While there was naturally concern expressed by many about the
future of the Sudan (or Sudans), there were others who examined
dispassionately the likely outcome and viability of an independent
Southern Sudan. This was also a chance to examine the South
African perspective more closely: not only what South Africa was
doing in the Sudan (from the high policy of diplomacy to more
mundane matters such as prison reform in the Southern Sudan), but
we were also reminded that South Africa's experience demonstrated
that political reform and emergence from an oppressive regime did

not automatically mean a better life for all in the country: violence,
crime and xenophobia have all been on the rise in South Africa since
the end of apartheid.
The social highlight of the conference was the gala dinner which was
addressed by former President Thabo Mbeki in his role as the African
Union's envoy on Sudan engaged with both Darfur and the CPA. His
speech to the conference was sober and more nuanced than the
statements often attributed to him by the Khartoum media. The
dinner was entertained by 'Ladies in Jazz', an all-female jazz band,
wearing dresses that would have got them arrested in Khartoum, who
not only got the conference delegates dancing, but inspired President
Mbeki to dance as well (though his bodyguard stood stiffly behind
him while he was on the dance floor). Mbeki's enthusiasm for the
conference was such that he also attended the final session on
Saturday morning, correcting the language of the conference
resolution and emphasising once more the importance to the African
continent of a peaceful end to Sudan's conflicts.
Funding was transparent and Was provided by South Africa's
Department of International Relations and Cooperation (who have
funded Unisa's programme for training Southern Sudanese civil
servants), MTN (the South African phone company now setting up
much of the cell phone network for much of Sudan), the International
Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, and Unisa (though
Professor Gutto was quick to point out that the gala dinner was
sponsored through the Principal's Fund rather than CARS'
departmental fund).
A selection of conference papers will appear in an issue of the
International Journal of African Renaissance Studies, and it is
planned that full conference proceedings will be published in book
form by Unisa Press in 2010.
Douglas Johnson

The Following Declaration was agreed at the end of the Conference
We, the participants, at the 2009 Intemational Sudan Studies Conference wish to
express our thanks and appreciation to the Centre for African Renaissance Studies
(UNISA), the Sudan Studies Associations and Societies (Sudan, UK and the USA) for
successfully organizing this conference, which is the first of its kind to be convened in
sub-Saharan Africa outside the Sudan;
We look forward to the publication of the conference papers and proceedings by
UNISA and their wide circulation;
We are fully aware that the Sudan is facing serious challenges in its political stability,
national integrity and sovereignty and that the country is heading towards a bleak
future unless serious and genuine measures are urgently undertaken to defuse the
prevailing tensions and help promote and maintain justice, peace, security,
reconciliation and unity - conditions vital to development and to the serious
amelioration of the condition of women, children, internally displaced people and
refugees;
Mindful that the Sudan is facing a difficult and complicated phase in its history and is
characterized as a weakened state, a matter that will eanse immense suffering and
destruction of lives and livelihoods in addition to massive displacement of people in
many parts of the country and will aggravate situations in Southern Sudan, Darfur and
other potential conflict areas such as Nuba Mountains, Blue Nile, Eastern Sudan and
the far northern Sudan and all marginalized areas;
Further mindful that harmful infrastructure policies currently being pursued by the
Sudan pose an imminent threat to the physical environment of the eounfi'y, will result
in a massive disp!aeement of Sudanese people and can destroy antiquities that are part
of global human heritage;
Noting that the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) signed in 2005 represents an
important political document in the history of Sudan and that it is at the heart of the
political transformation in the country, yet its weak implementation is causing serious
difficulties that have gravely affected its potentials for democratic transformation, we
strongly urge that the African Union take on an enhanced role in ensuring the CPA's
full implementation;
Concerned that the country is now preparing to organize for general national elections
in 2010, although the political atmosphere is hardly conducive to fair and free
elections as a number of repressive laws are still in place in violation of the rights

reflected in the CPA and enshrined in Sudan's Interim National Constitution, we
indeed call here for the immediate repeal of these repressive laws;
Hoping that all concerned parties to the Question of the Sudan will give heed to the
separate specific Statement on the Elections in the Sudan issued by participants of this
2009 International Sudan Studies Conference;
We strongly appeal to the parties to the CPA, IGAD and the troika (the US, UK and
Norway); to the African Union; the United Nations; and to all political forces and
members of civil society in Sudan, to put in place measures that will ensure that
credible elections and referendums are held in accordance with the CPA, the Interim
National Constitution and the Constitution of Southern Sudan;
Welcoming the report of the African Union High Level Panel on Darfur headed by the
former President of South Africa, His Excellency Thabo Mbeki as an authentic
African contribution to a solution for the country's crisis, and that the report has
identified inequalities in the distribution of political and economic power as well as
the marginalization and exclusion of the people of Darfur as the main causes that
underpin the conflict in the region;
We declare that this groundbreaking conference affirms the critical role that scholars,
thinkers and opinion makers can and should play in generating relevant knowledge to
irffluenee informed policy choices, inspire action and contribute to a movement on the
ground, in Sudan, to promote change;
We solemnly re-dedicate our individual and collective efforts to active involvement
on the Sudan issue throughout the remainder of the interim period, 2011 and beyond.
28 November 2009
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Sudan Studies Society of the United Kingdom
Minutes of the 22nd Annual General Meeting
Khalfli Lecture Theatre, SOAS, University of London
4th September 2008
Dr Douglas Johnson, Chairperson of the SSSUK, opened the AGM
at 11.55 and welcomed members to the 22nd AGM
1.

Apologies were received from: Jacob Akol, John Ryle and
Derek Welsby.

2.

Minutes of the 21st AGM held on 8 September 2007;
22nd AGM approved these as an accurate record.

3.

Matters arising from the 21st AGM
There were no matters arising from the minutes
Chairperson's Report
Douglas Johnson thanked the Committee for its support to
him as Chairperson. He particularly thanked John Udal, who
had retired from the Committee, for his sterling support to the
SSSUK over many years, and Philip Bowcock who had been
persuaded to remain on the Committee after attempting to
resign.
Douglas also paid special attention to the Society's twiceyearly publication and thanked its new Editor, Dr Jack
Davies, for his excellent work in developing Sudan Studies.
Secretary's Report
Gill Lusk explained that she would focus on the Annual
Symposium, while the Treasurer would deal with most
membership issues.

Treasurer's Report
Adrian Thomas presented his report on the unsigned
Accounts (since signed by the auditor). Details were
circulated at the meeting. The December 2007 balance was
£5,700 and the deficit for the year, £462. Adrian explained
that the deficit came from the rising cost of the Symposium
and made a plea for members to pay their subscriptions on
time. The Accounts were approved by the AGM.
A motion to raise the annual subscription to £12 was passed
Editor's Report
Jack Davies again encouraged SSSUK members to contribute
articles and reviews to Sudan Studies. There was a feeling in
the meeting that the publication was going from strength to
strength.
8.

Election of Officers:
The AGM voted Daniel Large onto the Committee
Choice of Trustees:
Two new Trustees were agreed for the Society: Douglas H
Johnson and Adrian Thomas.
AOB
The Vice-Chairperson, Rev Andrew Wheeler, discussed the
issues arising from his Report on developing the Society's
activities, as a number of members had called for this. The
brakes on expansion remain lack of resources, both human
financial.
It was decided that the web-site should be developed

The 22nd AGM was brought to a close at 12.40
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Sudan Studies is published twice a year by the Sudan Studies Society of the UK (SSSUK). Views
expressed in notes, articles and reviews, published in Sudan Studies are not necessarily those held
by the SSSUK, or the Editor, or the Editorial Board. They are published to promote discussion
and further scholarship in Sudan Studies.

All correspondence, articles and features relating to Sudan Studies and books for review should
be addressed to:
Dr H R J Davies,
Hon Editor,
Sudan Studies,
1 Heatherslade Road,
Southgate,
Swansea, SA3 2DD

E-Mail: johndavies22@btinternet.om

Notes for Contributors
SSSUK welcomes notes and articles intended for publication, which will be assessed by the
Editorial Board. The normal maximum length of an article is 5,000 words including footnotes;
longer articles may be accepted for publication in two or more parts. Notes and articles should be
typed and double spaced and should normally be submitted as paper copy and as word processed
files (in PC format) on diskette or as an e-mail attachment, if at all possible. SSSUK retains the
right to edit articles for reasons of space and consistency of style and spelling Sudan Studies aims
to follow the editorial style of African Affairs, the Journal of the Royal African Society.

Manuscripts are not normally returned to authors, but original material such as photographs will
be returned.

It is helpful to have, very briefly (2 to 3 lines), any relevant details about the author - any post
held, or time recently spent in the Sudan

Unless stated otherwise, copyright of all material published in Sudan Studies is retained by the
SSSUK

Single copies and back numbers may be obtained via the Hon Editor at a cost of£8 per copy.

